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ABSTRACT 
THIS STATUS REPORT COVERS WORK PERFORMED ON THE FIRST TWO PHASES OF 
THIS PROGRAM. THE OBJECTIVES SET FORTH WERE TO DESIGN, BUILD AND TEST 
A 50-AMPERE HOUR THERMAL CELL, TO EVALUATE COMPONENTS SINGLY, AND INCOR-
PORATE THEM INTO COMPLETE CELLS FOR TESTING AT 800o r. SPECIFICALLY, THE 
CELL WAS TO OPERATE FOR 150 HOURS, WITH AN INITIAL OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE 
OF 1.5 VOLT MINIMUM, A DUTY CYCLE OF 0.278 AMPERES ±0.5 PERCENT FOR 54 
MINUTE5, fOLLOWED BI 0.833 AMPERES ±0.5 PERCENT FOR 6 MINUTES, WITH THE 
CYCLE REPEATED EACH HOUR. THE CELL WAS TO BE COMPLETELY SEALED. WORK 
CONCERNED ITSELF WITH THE FABRICATION, TESTING, AND REPRODUCIBILITIES 
OF ALL COMPONENTS AND CELLS. ALL OBJECTIVES OF THESE FIRST TWO PHASES 
WERE SUCCESSFULLY MET. 
AN OMNIPOSITIONAL OPERATING CELL RESULTED, WITH THE CuO CATHODE 
BEING CONSTRUCTED STARTING WITH 3.2 MI~ COPPER NEEDLES. A 61 AMPERE HOUR 
CATHODE CAPACITY INPUT WAS USED TO YIELD THE NECESSARY 50 AMPERE HOUR 
PERFORMANCE. CONNECTORS, SEPARATORS, CELL CASES, AND TERMINAL SEALS WERE 
THOROUGHLY EVALUATED, AS WAS COMPONENT COMPATIBILITY, AND CELL ASSEMBLY. 
STRINGENT HELIUM LEAK TESTS WERE USED TO ASSURE PERFECT SEALS. THE FINAL 
SEALED CELLS, CONSISTING OF A MAGNESIUM ANODE, CUPRIC OXIDE CATHODE, 59 
MOLE PERCENT LITHIUM CHLORIDE WITH 41 MOLE PERCENT POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 
ELECTROLYTE, CERAMIC SEAL, VITRON E SEPARATOR, AND GRADE A NICKEL CASE 
AND CONNECTOR WILL, DURING THE NEXT PHASE, BE SUBJECTED TO SEVERE ENVIRON-
MENTAL TESTING. 
A COMPLETE QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM AND CELL CONSTRUCTION FLOW CHART 
WAS FORMULATED AND FABRICATION TECHNIQUES HAVE BEEN DEFINED. THIS INFORMA-
TION IS CONTAINED IN ApPENDIX II I, VOLUME 2. DENSITIES OF THE CATHODES 
ii1 
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AND PORE VOLUMES CAN BE USED FOR QUALITY CONTROL (PLUS OR MINUS ONE SIGMA). 
THE DENSITY MEASUREMENTS OF THE CATHODES WERE FOUND TO BE SUFFICIENT TO 
BE USED AS A 100% NON DESTRUCTIVE QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM. RANDOM SAMPLING 
CAN BE USED AS A CONTROL BY MEANS OF MODULUS OF RUPTURE AND COMPRESSION 
TESTS. 
IT WAS FOUND THAT A 1.5 CM THICK VITRON E SEPARATOR GAVE THE BEST 
PERFORMANCE WHEN A SPECIAL MOLDING-FABRICATION TECHNIQUE WAS USED. No 
CRACKING OF SEPARATORS RESULTED (INITIALLY A MAJOR SOURCE OF DIFFICULTY). 
CERAMIC TERMINAL SEALS WITHSTOOD ALL SEVERE TEMPERATURE SHOCK TESTS 
AS WELL AS RESISTIVITY TESTS AT THE HIGH TEMPERATURES, IN THE PRESENCE 
OF ALL CELL COMPONENTS. COMPONENT PLACEMENT REMAINED INVARIANT THROUGHOUT 
THE TESTS AS DETERMINED BY XRAY BEFORE AND AFTER TESTS AND POST MORTEM 
EXAMINATIONS. 
FIFTY-TWO FIGURES ARE CONTAINED IN ApPENDIX I I, INCLUDING ELECTRICAL 
D /'SCHARGE RESUL TS AS WELL AS CONSTRUCT I ON DETA I LS. 
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CONTRACT OBJECTIVES 
THE RESEARCH UNDER CONTRACT NAS 3-10932 IS DIRECTED TOWARD THE DE-
VELOPMENT OF A LONG LIFE THERMAL BATTERY USING A MAGNESIUM ANODE, CUPRIC 
OXIDE CATHODE, A "VITRON-E" SEPARATOR AND FUSED, EUTECTIC SALT, 59 MOLE 
PERCENT LITHIUM CHLORIDE AND 41 MOLE PERCENT POTASSIUM CHLORIDE, OPERA-
TING AT 427°C. A COMPONENT OPTIMIZATION AND QUALITY CONTROL CHARACTERI-
ZATION WAS TO BE DETERMINED TO PROVIDE AN EASILY CONSTRUCTED AND HIGH 
PERFORMANCE CELL. THE PERFORMANCE GOAL WAS TO PROVIDE A CELL THAT WOULD 
OPERATE FOR 150 HOURSj 278 MA FOR 54 MINUTES AND 833 MA FOR 6 MINUTES 
EACH HOUR WHILE MAINTAINING A LOW CURRENT VOLTAGE NO LESS THAN 0.5 VOLTS. 
vii 
viii 
SUMMARY 
ALL OBJECTIVES OF THE FIRST TWO PHASES WERE SUCCESSFULLY ACHIEVED. 
A SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IS GIVEN BELOW IN AN OUTLINE FORM. 
I. A COMPLETE QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM AND CELL CONSTRUCTION FLOW CHART 
WAS FORMULATED BASED ON THE SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENTAL BUILDING AND 
TESTING OF COMPONENTS AND CELLS. 
2. FABRICATION TECHNIQUES HAVE BEEN DEFINED TO PRODUCE CATHODES WITH 
REPRODUCIBLE BULK DENSITIES. 
3. THREE MIL COPPER NEEDLES PRODUCED CATHODES WITH THE BEST ELECTRO-
CHEMICAL PERFORMANCE. 
4. TEN MIL COPPER NEEDLES CANNOT BE OXIDIZED TO 100% CuO BY THERMAL 
OXIDATION IN THE REQUIRED CATHODE DESIGN. 
5. A 61 AMPERE-HOUR CATHODE INPUT CAPACITY IS REQUIRED TO RELIABLY DE-
LIVER 50 AMPERE-HOURS. 
6. CATHODE BULK DENSITIES CAN RELIABLY BE CONTROLLED BETWEEN 3.18 AND 
3.38 GMS/CC AND THIS WILL BE ACCEPTED AS A QUALITY CONTROL MEASURE. 
7. CATHODE TRUE SPECIFIC SURFACE AREAS (IN2 /GM) ARE TOO LOW TO BE USED 
AS A QUALITY CONTROL MEASURE. 
8. WITHIN ONE SIGMA OF THE AVERAGE, THE PORE VOLUMES OF THE CATHODES 
BETWEEN 1 AND 30 ~ PORE DIAMETER FALL IN THE RANGE 64. I AND 75.9% 
OF THE TOTAL VOLUME. 
9. MODULUS OF RUPTURE TESTS ON THE CATHODE GIVES INSUFFICIENT MEANINGFUL 
DATA TO BE USED AS A RELIABLE QUALITY CONTROL TEST. 
10. COMPRESSION TESTS OF THE CATHODE SHOW A ONE SIGMA RANGE OF 48 9 TO 587 
POUNDS USING A 1/4" DIA. PLUNGER. 
I I. A NICKEL ANODE CONNECTOR CAN BE SUCCESSFULLY USED AND JOINED TO THE 
ANODE BY A THREADED SCREW CONNECTION. 
12. A 1.5 CM THICK "VITRON-[" SEPARATOR THICKNESS GAVE THE BEST PERFORMANCE 
IN ELECTROCHEMICAL TESTING. 
13. SEPARATOR CRACKING CAN BE PREVENTED BY MOLDING THE SEPARATOR ENCASED 
ANODE INTO AN ELECTROLYTE BLOCK CONSISTING OF THE REQUIRED QUANTITY 
OF ELECTROLYTE USED IN THE CELL FABRICATION. 
14. GRADE A NICKEL CAN BE SUCCESSFULLY USED FOR THE CELL CASE MATERIAL. 
15. CELL CASES WITH CERAMIC TERMINAL SEALS AND ELECTRON-BEAM WELDED JOINTS 
HAVE BEEN SHOWN TO BE HERMETICALLY SEALED AT ROOM TEMPERATURE AND 
800° F. 
16. ALITE 8-50-1 CERAMIC TERMINAL SEALS HAVE BEEN SELECTED FOR FUTURE 
CELL FABRICATION. 
17. WELD JOINTS AND TERMINAL SEALS WERE SHOWN TO BE UNAFFECTED DURING 
THERMAL SHOCK BY HELIUM LEAK TESTS. 
18. THE TERMINAL SEALS AND WELD JOINTS REMAIN UNAFFECTED AT 800°F IN 
THE PRESENCE OF ELECTROLYTE AND CuO OVER A 200 HOUR PERIOD AS DETER-
MINED BY ACTUAL RUNS AND HELIUM LEAK TESTS. 
19. FULLY ASSEMBLED CELLS, UTILIZING ALL PREVIOUSLY COLLECTED CONCLUSIONS, 
WERE FOUND TO BE LEAK FREE AND UNAFFECTED BY HEATING TO 800°F. COM-
PONENT PLACEMENT REMAINED INVARIANT THROUGHOUT THE TEST, AS DETERMINED 
BY XRAY MONITORING AND POST MORTEM EXAMINATIONS. 
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I. 0 I NTRODUCT I ON 
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS PROGRAM WAS TO DESIGN, BUILD AND TEST A RELIABLE 
FIFTY AMPERE-HOUR THERMAL CELL. CELLS ARE TO BE SUBJECTED TO ENVIRONMENTAL 
AND ELECTROCHEMICAL PERFORMANCE TESTS TO EVALUATE THEIR CAPABILITY AND 
REPRODUCIBILITY. COMPONENTS WERE TO BE EVALUATED SINGLY AND THEN INCOR-
PORATED INTO COMPLETE CELLS FOR FURTHER TESTING. MOST CELL TESTS WERE 
SCHEDULED FOR EVALUATION AT 42tC BUT A LIMITED NUMBER WILL. AL.SO BE EX-
AMINED AT 482°C AND 538°c TO MORE FULLY EXPLORE THE TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY 
OF THE CELL. FINALLY, AFTER ANY DESIGN WEAKNESSES HAVE BEEN CORRECTED, 
A FINAL DESIGN SPECIFICATION AND TWENTY CELLS WILL BE DELIVERED TO NASA 
FOR EVALUATION. 
ALL ELECTROCHEMICAL TESTING COVERED IN THIS REPORT HAS BEEN CONDUCTED 
AT 42fc. THIS STATUS REPORT COVERS THE FIRST TWO PHASES OF THE PROGRAM, 
NAMELY THE STUDY AND EVALUATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS, THEIR RE-
LIABILITY, AND THEIR EFFECT ON THE OVERALL CELL PERFORMANCE. 
'PARTICULAR EMPHASIS WAS PLACED ON QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES, TESTS, 
AND INSPECTION BEFORE AS WELL AS AFTER BUILDING OF COMPONENTS AND FINAL 
TESTING. 
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2.0 QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM 
ApPENDIX I I I GIVES A COMPLETE QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM FOR ALL STEPS 
DEVELOPED SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE CELL COM-
PONENTS. THE QUALITY CONTROL COMPLEMENT IS DIVIDED INTO THREE SECTIONS: 
SECTION A SHOWS A FLOW CHART FOR CONSTRUCTING THE FINISHED CELL BEGINNING 
WITH THE RAW MATERIALS AND PROGRESSING THROUGH EACH ASSEMBLY AND INSPEC-
TION STEP TO THE FINISHED UNIT; SECTION B GIVES THE DIMENSIONAL DRAWINGS 
OF EACH COMPONENT ALONG WITH THE INSPECTION PROCEDURE FOR THAT PIECE; 
SECTION C SETS FORTH THE VENDORS, RAW MATERIALS, CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 
AND PURITY. 
AN ORIGINAL QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM WAS SUBMITTED TO NASA AT THE 
COMMENCEMENT OF THE PROGRAM, WHICH SERVED TO PROVIDE QUALITY CONTROL AT 
THAT STAGE OF TECHNOLOGY. REVISIONS AND ADDITIONS WERE MADE TO THE ORIGINAL 
PROGRAM AS THEY BECAME DEFINED AND EVIDENT FROM THE PROGRESSIVE EXPERIMEN-
TATION. 
THROUGHOUT THIS PROGRAM CRC HAS INSPECTED EACH CELL COMPONENT AND 
COMPLETED CELL TO DETERMINE ITS COMPLIANCE WITH THE QUALITY CONTROL SPEC-
IFICATIONS AS DEVELOPED AT THAT TIME. VARIABLE DATA WERE RECORDED FOR 
EACH CELL WHERE SUCH DATA WERE NECESSARY TO DETERMINE THE DEGREE OF RE-
PRODUCIBILITY AND UNIFORMITY FROM CELL TO CELL. 
ALL INSPECTIONS WERE RECORDED AND IDENTIFIED TO EACH CELL WITH SERIAL 
NUMBERS. 
3.0 EXPERIMENTAL AND DESIGN STUDIES 
3. I DESIGN OF FIFTY (50) AMPERE-HoUR CELL 
3. I. I DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
THE BASIC DESiGN OF THE CELL TO BE USED IN THIS WORK WAS TO BE BASED 
ON THE 50 AMPERE-HOUR CELL DESiGNED UNDER NASA CONTRACT NAS 3-8517. 
EACH OF THE COMPONENTS USED IN THE CELL IS SHOWN IN DETAIL IN THE 
QUALITY CONTROL PLAN IN ApPENDIX III. A CROSS-SECTIONED VIEW, SHOWING 
THE PARTS LOCATION, IS GIVEN IN FIGURE I. 
THE SIGNIFICANT OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS DESIRED FOR A CELL OPERA-
TING AT 800°F WERE: 
(A) NOMINAL OPERATING LIFE --- 150 HOURS 
(B) CAPACITY --- 50 AMPERE-HOURS DELIVERED OVER A 150 HOUR LIFE 
(C) INITIAL OPEN-CIRCUIT VOLTAGE --- '.5 VOLT, MINIMUM 
(D) NOMINAL DUTY CYCLE --- 0.278 AMPS ±0.5% FOR 54 MINUTES, FOLLOWED 
BY 0.833 AMPS ±0.5% FOR 6 MINUTES, CYCLE REPEATED EACH HOUR. 
(E) PEAK VOLTAGE UNDER LOAD, NOMINAL --- 1.2 VOLT, MINIMUM 
(F) CURRENT DENSITY --- 10-30 MA/CM2 
(G) OPERATING TEMPERATURE --- 800°F DESIGN POINT, 800o F-1000oF 
SERVICE RANGE 
(H) CONSTRUCTION TYPE --- SEALED. 
As WILL BE SHOWN LATER, THE DESIGN PROPOSED HAS MET ALL THESE SPECI-
FICATIONS DURING STATIC TESTING. 
3.1.2 DISCUSSION OF CELL DESIGN 
THROUGHOUT THIS DISCUSSION REFER TO FIGURE I AND TO THE APPROPRIATE 
FIGURES IN THE QUALITY CONTROL SECTION IN ApPENDIX II I. 
3 
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THE CELL CASE USED FOR ALL THE CELL TESTS IS MADE OF 0.050" GRADE 
A NICKEL. NICKEL, AS REPORTED IN LITERATURE AND SHOWN BY OUR EXPERIMENTAL 
TESTS, IS ESSENT I ALL Y I NERT I N A MO I STURE-FREE L ICL-KCL ENV IRONMENT. 1 T 
HAS A HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH AND IS EASILY WELDED. SEVERAL HUNDRED INDI-
VIDUAL CELL TESTS HAVE DEMONSTRATED THIS MATERIAL TO BE VERY SATISFACTORY 
FOR THE CELL CASE. 
VYCOR AND CERAMIC TERMINAL SEALS HAVE BEEN STUDIED AND THE CERAMIC 
SEALS SHOW OVERWHELMING SUPERIORITY. ONLY ONE TERMINAL SEAL IS USED ON 
EACH CELL SINCE THIS IS THE WEAKEST POINT IN THE TOTAL CONSTRUCTION. THIS 
SEAL PROVIDES ELECTRICAL CONNECTION TO THE ANODE WHILE PROVIDING ELECTRICAL 
INSULATION BETWEEN THE ANODE AND CATHODE. THE CATHODE, BEING INTERNALLY 
MOUNTED AGAINST THE CELL CASE, IS CONNECTED ELECTRICALLY BY A NICKEL 
TERMINAL, ELECTRON-BEAM WELDED TO THE CELL CASE. 
THE MAGNESIUM ANODE COMMUNICATES WITH THE TERMINAL SEAL THROUGH A 
NICKEL CONNECTOR. PAST EXPERIMENTATION HAS SHOWN THAT A RELIABLE CONNECTION 
BETWEEN THE CONNECTOR AND ANODE CAN BE MADE BY THREADING THE CONNECTOR 
AND SCREWING THE ANODE ONTO IT. THE CONNECTOR IS ALSO MADE FROM GRADE 
A NICKEL FOR THE REASONS MENTIONED. 
THE SEPARATOR IS CONSTRUCTED FROM "VITRON-E", 1.5 CM THICK. THIS 
THICKNESS APPEARS OPTIMUM, AS SHOWN EXPERIMENTALLY IN A LATER SECTION. 
THE SEPARATOR ENCASES THE ANODE AND IS RETAINED BY A NICKEL HING CLAMPED 
INTO PLACE. THIS METHOD OF SEPARATOR CONNECTION IS SIMPLE, CONVENIENT IN 
CONSTRUCTION AND TROUBLE-FREE IN PERFORMANCE. 
THE MOST SATISFACTORY METHOD FOR ADDING ELECTROLYTE TO THE CELL HAS 
PROVEN TO BE A TW~STEP METHOD. THE ANODE ASSEMBLY IS POSITIONED AND MOLDED 
INTO A BLOCK OF ELECTROLYTE. WHILE THE ELECTROLYTE IS MOLTEN, SUFFICIENT 
TIME IS ALLOWED SO THAT THE SEPARATOR IS SATURATED AND THEN THE SALT IS 
COOLED, MOLDING THE ANODE ASSEMBLY INTO THE SALT BLOCK. THE SALT BLOCK 
IS MOLDED IN A NICKEL CAN OF SUCH DIMENSIONS THAT THE MOLDED SALT BLOCK 
WILL EASILY FIT INTO THE FINAL CELL CASE. IF THE SEPARATOR IS SATURATED 
WITHOUT THE SUPPORT OF THE SALT BLOCK, A NET-WORK OF FINE CRACKS DEVELOPS, 
WHICH SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASES THE AVERAGE SELF-DISCHARGE CURRENT OF THE 
CELL AND SHORTENS THE CELL LIFE. AFTER POSITIONING THE SALT BLOCK AND 
ANODE ASSEMBLY INTO THE CELL CASE, THE ANODE CONNECTOR IS HERMETICALLY 
FUSED TO THE TERMINAL BY ELECTRON-BEAM WELDING. ELECTRON-BEAM WELDING 
MUST BE USED ON THIS CELL SINCE ALL OTHER WELDING METHODS EXAMINED PRODUCE 
ENOUGH HEAT TO VAPORIZE THE ELECTROLYTE AND· PREVENT TOTAL SEALING OF THE 
UNIT. 
A GRADE A NICKEL CATHODE RETAINER RING IS USED TO IMMOBILIZE THE 
CATHODE AND TO CAUSE THE CATHODE TO FIT SNUGLY AGAINST THE CELL CASE. 
THE FINAL CONSTRUCTION OPERATION IS TO ELECTRON-BEAM WELD THE BOTTOM 
ON THE CASE. 
ELECTRON-BEAM WELDING MUST BE PERfORMED IN A HIGH VACUUM AND CONSEQUENTLY 
THE FULLY CONSTRUCTED THERMAL CELL IS EVACUATED. THE QUANTITY OF ELEC-
TROLYTE USED IS ACCURATELY WEIGHED (TOLERANCE ±.5 GRAMS) TO ASSURE THE 
COMPLETE FILLING OF THE CELL IN THE MOLTEN STATE. THE COMBINATION OF 
EVACUATION AND EXACT SALT CONTENT RESULTS IN AN OMNI-POSITIONAL OPERATING 
CELL. 
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3.2 CELL ,COMPONENT FABRICATION, TESTS AND EVALUATION 
3.2. I ELECTRODES 
3.2.1.1 ANODE 
THE ANODE USED IN THE CELL DESIGN IS THAT SPECIFIED BY NASA IN BOTH 
COMPOSITION AND PURITY. THE ANODE IS COMPOSED OF MAGNESIUM OF THE FOLLOW-
ING PURITY SPECIFICATIONS: 
MG 
TOTAL AL, CU, FE, MN, SI, NI 
Cu 
NI 
99.80% OR GREATER 
<0.20% 
<0.05% 
0.01% 
MAGNESIUM IS PURCHASED FROM THE Dow CHEMICAL COMPANY AS 12 INCH RODS, 
1.54 INCHES IN DIAMETER. 
As GIVEN IN THE CONTRACT DIRECTIVES, NO DEVELOPMENT WORK WAS PERFORMED 
ON THE MAGNESIUM ANODE. 
3.2.1.2 CATHODE 
BASED ON THE RESULTS OF NASA CONTRACT NAS 3-8517, THE CATHODE COM-
POSITION HAS BEEN STANDARDIZED AT 99.8% CUPRIC OXIDE, OR BETTER. THE 
REMAINDER OF THE CATHODE WOULD BE <0.2% CUPROUS OXIDE. THE EXPERIMENTAL 
EVIDENCE AND DISCUSSION OF THIS SELECTION IS GIVEN IN NASA FINAL REPORT 
NASA CR-72361 
3.2.1.2. I CATHODE FABRICATION TECHNIQUE· 
THIS DISCUSSION IS A PROCEDURAL APPROACH TO THE CATHODE FABRICATION. 
EXACT TOLERANCES, PURITIES AND QUALITY CONTROL ARE GIVEN IN ApPENDIX I I I, 
QUALITY CONTROL. 
THE INITIAL STEP IN THE FABRICATION OF THE CATHODE INVOLVES THE CUTTING 
OF PURE COPPER WIRE INTO 1/811 LENGTHS. THIS IS PERFORMED ON AN AUTOMATIC 
CUTTING MACHINE. THESE CUT NEEDLES ARE PLACED IN A ONE PIECE GLASSROCK 
MOLD (PREVIOUSLY CONSTRUCTED) WHICH HAS BEEN LINED WITH MICA TO PROVIDE 
A QUICK RELEASE. THE ASSEMBLY IS PLACED IN A FURNACE AT 650°C FOR TWO 
HOURS TO SINTER THE INDIVIDUAL WIRES INTO A POROUS, STURDY STRUCTURE. 
THE SINTERED ELECTRODE IS REMOVED FROM THE OVEN, COOLED AND EXTRACTED 
FROM THE MOLD. THE ELECTRODE STRUCTURE IS THEN PLACED BACK INTO THE OVEN 
AT 650°C, UNDER A FORCED AIR STREAM AT FOUR LITERS PER MINUTE, FOR FIVE 
DAYS. THE QUANTITY OF COPPER NEEDLES PLACED IN THE MOLD ORIGINALLY WAS 
WEIGHED AND THE WEIGHT OF THE FINAL RESULTING CUPRIC OXIDE CAN BE CALCU-
LATED. AT THE END OF FIVE DAYS OF HEATING, THE ELECTRODES ARE COOLED AND 
WEIGHED. IF THE ELECTRODE WEIGHS 99.8% OR GREATER THAN THE CALCULATED 
FIGURE, IT IS ACCEPTED FOR FURTHER QUALITY CONTROL MEASUREMENTS. IF THE 
WEIGHT IS TOO LOW, IT IS RETURNED TO THE FURNACE FOR FURTHER OXIDATION. 
AFTER THE ELECTRODE HAS REACHED AN ACCEPTABLE WEIGHT, THE THICKNESS AND 
DIAMETER IS MEASURED AT SEVERAL SPOTS ON THE ELECTRODE AND ITS DENSITY 
IS CALCULATED. DECISION TO ACCEPT OR REJECT THE CATHODE IS MADE AT THIS 
POINT BEFORE THE ELECTRODE IS FURTHER CONSIDERED FOR TESTING IN A CELL. 
3.2.1.2.2 COPPER NEEDLE SIZE 
THE EFFECT OF THE COPPER NEEDLE SIZE ON THE EASE OF FABRICATION AND 
THE PHYSICAL AND ELECTROCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE CATHODE WAS STUDIED. 
THREE DIFFERENT NEEDLE SIZES WERE EXAMINED~ 0.003, 0.005 AND 0.010 
INCH DIAMETERS. CERTAIN CONSIDERATIONS WERE RESTRICTIVE IN DECIDING THE 
7.,; 
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RANGE OF NEEDLE DIAMETERS TO BE TESTED. COMMERCIAL AVAILABILITY OF COPPER 
WIRE LESS THAN 0.003" DIAMETER DETERMINED THIS LOWER LIMIT. EXPERIMENTAL 
TESTING (SEE NASA REPORT NASA CR-72361) HAS DEMONSTRATED THAT COPPER WIRE 
GREATER THAN 0.010" IN DIAMETER IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO COMPLETELY OXIDIZE 
TO CUPRIC OXIDE. CONSEQUENTLY, THESE TWO PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS SET THE 
RANGE OF STUDY. THE 0.005" DIAMETER WAS SELECTED AS AN INTERMEDIATE SIZE 
AND BECAUSE IT IS A COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE STOCK ITEM. 
FIVE TESTS WERE RUN ON EACH OF THE THREE NEEDLE SIZES IN NORMAL LABORA-
TORY CELLS OF THE SAME CONFIGURATION AS SHOWN IN FIGURE I. ALL ELECTRODES 
PREPARED IN THIS STUDY HAD A NOMINAL CAPACITY OF 71.5 AMPERE HOURS. THE 
CELLS WERE DISCHARGED AT THE NOMINAL DUTY CYCLE SPECIFIED IN SECTION 3. I. I 
IN A 100% NITROGEN ENVIRONMENT AT 800°F. THE MINIMUM DESIRED LIFE OF A 
CELL WAS 150 HOURS. TESTS WERE TERMINATED WHEN THE CELL VOLTAGE DECLINED 
TO 0.5 VOLTS UNDER THE LOW CURRENT LOAD. ALL TESTS WERE RUN AT A CONSTANT 
CURRENT AND NOT A CONSTANT EXTERNAL LOAD. 
A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE VARIABLES WERE KEPT CONSTANT THROUGHOUT THESE 
TESTS AND ARE SPECIFIED BELOW. 
(A) CONTAINER MATERIAL --- G~ADE A NICKEL 
(B) DIAMETER OF CATHODE --- 2.330 INCHES 
(C) HEIGHT OF CATHODE 0.394 INCHES 
(D) DIAMETER OF ANODE 1.540 INCHES 
(E) HEIGHT OF ANODE --- 0.633 INCHES 
(F) SPACING BETWEEN ELECTRODES --- 1.23 INCHES 
(G) THICKNESS OF VITRON-E SEPARATOR --- 0.59 INCHES 
(H) TOTAL VOLUME OF EL ECTROL YTE AT 8000 F --- 217· 2 cM3 
( I ) ANODE CONNECTOR MATERIAL --- GRADE A NICKEL 
( J) TERMINAL SEAL --- CERAMIC, ALITE D-312 
BEFORE AND AFTER EACH TEST THE CELLS WERE EXAMINED BY X-RAY TO DETERMINE 
THE PROPER PLACEMENT OF PARTS AND TO AID IN SOLVING PROBLEMS THAT BECAME 
EVIDENT DURING THE ELECTROCHEMICAL TESTS. IN SEVERAL CASES THE X-RAY 
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE PROVIDED THE ONLY INFORMATION THAT INDICATED THE NECESSARY 
MODIFICATIONS TO IMPROVE THE CELL PERFORMANCE. 
THE ANALYSIS. OF THE ELECTROCHEMICAL DATA FOR THE THREE NEEDLE SIZES 
ARE GIVEN IN TABLES I~ 2 AND 3. FIGURES 2-16 SHOW THE VOLTAGE VERSUS TIME 
TRACES FOR THESE CATHODES. 
TABLE I 
ELECTROCHEMICAL DATA ANALYSIS FOR 0.003" D. NEEDLES 
i CATHODE ANODE CATHODE ANODE (CELL SELF-DISCHARGE 
ELECTRODE CAPACITY CAPACITY UTILIZATION UTILIZATION/LIFE CURRENT, I. S. D. 
NUMBER (AMP-HRS) (AMP-HRS) (%) (%) I(HRS) (~A) 
258 71.31 86.88 64.04 80.07 ! 136.8 83.1 
259 71.38 86.82 73·90 77·90 158 .5 94.3 
270 7 1•60 86·97 81.80 90·30 175·5 34.4 
27 1 71.70 86.87 88.60 92.4 188·9 28.1 
272 71.10 86.70 11.10 94.90 117 .8 17.1 
TABLE 2 
ELECTROCHEMICAL DATA ANALYSIS FOR 0.005" D. NEEDLES 
GATHODE ANODE CATHODE ANODE CELL SELF-DISCHARGE 
ELECTRODE CAPACITY CAPACITY UT I L I ZA T I ON UTILIZATION LIFE CURRENT, I.S.D. 
NUMBER (AMP-HRS) (AMP-HRS) (%) (1) ( HRS) (MA) 
262 70 •2 3 86·90 
I 
64.45 84.25 135·5 62.4 
274 7 1• 20 87. 00 77. 10 95. 80 163·2 56 • 4 
281 7 1.31 86·91 67·59 76 .94 144.3 89·2 
286 71.1/ 87.52 56 .74 63·90 132.0 146·7 
284 71.20 87.40 64.70 _76.00 138.0 89.7 
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TABLE 3 
ELECTROCHEMICAL DATA ANALYSIS FOR 0.010" D. NEEDLES 
CATHODE ANODE CATHODE ANODE CELL SELF-D I SCHARGE ' 
ELECTRODE CAPACITY CAPACITY UTILIZATION UTILIZATION LIFE CURRENT, I. S. D.i 
NUMBER (AMP-HRS) (AMP-HRS) (~) , (~) (HRS) (MA) ~ 
, 
268 62·9* 86·79 59. 8 I 84.9 
: 
I -- -- ! I 
5 6 .5* 86.80 45·9 77.51 
i 
275 I i 95. 6 15·3 , I 
276 47·9* I 86·90 60.2 96.1 86.4 13. I I 
278 59. 6* 87. 00 67. 00 93.60 127.5 20.0 I 279 ,)8.0* 86.40 68.30 ~').oo '117.8 '-7.4 
*SEE TABLE 4 FOR CATHODE COMPOSITION. 
THE THREE NEEDLE SIZES EXAMINED ARE CONVENIENTLY REFERRED TO AS 3, 5 AND 
10 MIL DIAMETERS, BUT THE ACTUAL DIAMETERS WERE 3.2, 5.5 AND 10 MILS, 
RESPECTIVELY • 
. THE 10 MIL NEEDLES ARE VERY DIFFICULT, IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE, TO COMPLETELY 
I 
OXIDIZE TO CUPRIC OXIDE BY A HEATING PROCESS. THE EXTENT OF THE OXIDATION 
APPEARS TO BE SENSITIVE TO THE MANNER IN WHICH THE NEEDLES ARE POSITIONED 
IN THE MOLD. THE NON-UNIFORM OXIDATION OF THE NEEDLES MAKES A~Y QUALITY 
CONTROL PROCEDURE MOST DIFFICULT TO BE APPLIED MEANINGFULLY. IN ALL 'CASES 
THE 10 MIL NEEDLES HAD STILL NOT BEEN CONVERTED TO >99.8% CuO AFTER HEATING 
FOR OVER 300 HOURS. ADDITIONAL HEATING DID NOT CAUSE THE ELECTRODES TO 
GAIN ANY FURTHER WEIGHT. ANALYSIS OF THESE ELECTRODES ALSO INDICATED 
THAT NO RESIDUAL METALLIC COPPER REMAINED IN THE ELECTRODE STRUCTURE. 
CONSEQUENTLY, IT COULD BE SAFELY ASSUMED THAT THE ELECTRODE WAS COMPOSED 
OF A MIXTURE OF CUPRIC AND CUPROUS OXIDES. ON THE BASIS OF THE INITIAL 
WEIGHT OF COPPER IN THE ELEC[RODE AND THE FINAL WEIGHT OF THE OXIDIZED 
10 
< 
ELECTRODE, THE PERCENT COMPOSITION OF EACH SPECIE IN THE ELECTRODE AND ITS 
COULOMBIC CAPACITY COULD BE CALCULATED. THE RESULTS OF THESE CALCULATIONS 
ARE SHOWN IN TABLE 4 FOR THE FIVE 10 MIL CATHODES TESTED. 
TABLE 4 
CAPACITY AND PERCENT OF CuO AND Cu 0 IN 10 MIL CATHODES 
2 
EST NUMBER . Cu 0 
268 78.3 21·7 62·9 
275 45·7 54.3 51. I 
276 38.0 62.0 47·9 
278 30·7 59. 6 
2 • I 8.0 
DUE TO THEIR OVERALL POOR QUALITIES IN ELECTROCHEMICAL PERFORMANCE, POOR 
REPRODUCIBILITY AND INCOMPLETE OXIDATION TO CUPRIC OXIDE, THIS NEEDLE 
SIZE (10 MIL) WAS ELIMINATED AS A MATERIAL FOR FABRICATING CATHODES. THE 
VOLTAGE VS TIME TRACES AT CONSTANT CURRENT ARE SHOWN IN FIGURES 12-16. 
TABLE 5 SHOWS A COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE VALUES FOR THE FIVE RUNS 
FOR EACH OF THE THREE NEEDLE SIZES AND THE AVERAGE DEVIATION FROM THE MEAN. 
TABLE 5 
f' 
AVERAGE DATA COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT NEEDLE Sli~s I 
NEEDLE AVG. CATHODE AVG. SELF-
:S I ZE AVG. LIFE UT I L (~) T I ON DISCHARGE 
MILS) (HRS) (MA) 
, 3 153.4 :f:23.1 72.8 :f:10.4 51.7 :f:29·9 
5 142.6:f: 8.9 66. I :f: 5.0 87.7 :1:22.6 , 
10 103.0 :1:13.7 64. 1 :I:~. ~ 21.0:1:6.2 
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THE 3 MIL AND 5 MIL NEEDLE CATHODES ARE SIMILAR IN ELECTROCHEMICAL 
PERFORMANCE AS IS SEEN IN FIGURES 2-6 AND 7-11, RESPECTIVELY. THE 3 MIL 
NEEDLE CATHODES INDICATE A SLIGHT SUPERIORITY OVER THE 5 MIL NEEDLE ELEC-
TRODES. IN ADDITION THE FABRICATION OF THE 3 MIL NEEDLE CATHODES IS QUICKER 
SINCE IT REQUIRES ONLY ABOUT 75% OF THE TIME NECESSARY FOR THE 5 MIL NEEDLES 
TO OXIDIZE TO AN ACCEPTABLE CUPRIC OXIDE COMPOSITION. 
TABLE 5 SHOWS THE RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF THE THREE NEEDLE SIZED CATHODES. 
OVERALL, THE ELECTROCHEMICAL PERFORMANCE FAVORS THE 3 MIL NEEDLE CATHODES. 
THE AVERAGE DEVIATIONS SHOW THAT NO STATISTICAL ADVANTAGE IS PRESENT IN 
ELECTROCHEMICAL PERFORMANCE FOR EITHER THE THREE OR FIVE MIL NEEDLE SIZES. 
HOWEVER, EXAMINATION OF TABLES I AND 2 SHOWS THAT JHREE OF THE 3 MIL TESTS 
RAN FOR OVER 150 HOURS, WHEREAS ONLY ONE OF THE 5 MIL TESTS EXCEEDED THIS 
LIFE. SIMILARLY THESE THREE 3 MIL TESTS HAD CATHODE UTILIZATIONS GREATER 
THAN 70%, BUT ONLY ONE 5 MIL TEST EXCEEDED THIS UTILIZATION. TABLE 1 FOR 
THE 3 MIL NEEDLE CATHODES SHOWS THREE TESTS WHERE THE AVERAGE SELF-DISCHARGE 
CURRENT (I.S.D.) ARE <35 MA WHILE TABLE 2 FOR THE 5 MIL NEEDLE CATHODES 
DOES NOT SHOW ANY TESTS LESS THAN 35 MA FOR THE SAME FACTOR. THE SELF-
DISCHARGE CURRENT, HOW~VER, IS PROBABLY MORE DEPENDENT UPON THE REPRODUCIBLE 
APPLICATION OF THE SEPARATOR THAN ON THE NEEDLE SIZE USED IN THE CATHODE. 
CONSIDERING THE ELECTROCHEMICAL PERFORMANCE AND EASE AND REPRODUCI-
BILITY OF CONSTRUCTION, THE 3 MIL COPPER NEEDLES WERE SELECTED TO BE USED 
IN THE SUCCEEDING EXPERIMENTS. 
3.2.1.2.3 CATHODE CAPACITY STUDY 
THE OBJECT OF THIS TESTING WAS TO DETERMINE THE CATHODE CAPACITY 
o 
REQUIRED TO DELIVER FIFTY (50) AMPERE-HOURS AT 800 F OVER A 150 HOUR PERIOD 
WHEN DISCHARGED AT THE NOMINAL DUTY CYCLE SPECIFIED IN SECTION 3. I. I. 
12 
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FOR THESE TESTS, CELLS WERE FABRICATED AS SHOWN IN FIGURE I. BASED 
ON THE RESULTS OF SECTION 3.2.1.2.2, THREE MIL COPPER NEEDLES WERE USED 
IN FABRICATING THE CATHODES. THE DATA FROM THE 3 MIL NEEDLE CATHODES 
WERE REVIEWED TO DETERMINE THE APPROXIMATE INPUT CATHODE CAPACITY NEEDED 
TO DELIVER 50 AMPERE-HOURS OUTPUT. TABLE 5 INDICATES AN AVERAGE CATHODE 
UTILIZATION OF ~73% FOR THE 3 MIL NEEDLE CATHODES AND CONSEQUENTLY AN 
INITIAL CATHODE CAPACITY OF ~68 AMPERE-HOURS WOULD BE NECESSARY. By IN-
VOKING THE AVERAGE DEVIATION, A RANGE OF CATHODE INPUT BETWEEN APPROXI-
MATELY 61 TO 80 AMPERE-HOURS. APPEARED APPROPRIATE FOR TESTING. THE TWO 
CAPACITIES SELECTED FOR FURTHER TESTING WAS 62.5 AND 83.0 AMPERE-HOURS. 
THE ANODE CAPACITY USED HAD A CAPACITY 20% GREATER THAN THAT OF THE 
CATHODE SO THAT THE CELL WOULD NECESSARILY BE LIMITED BY THE CATHODE. 
TEN CELLS OF ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE WERE TESTED IN TWO SERIES OF FIVE 
CELLS. ONE SERIES OF TESTS USED A 62.5 AMPERE-HOUR CAPACITY CATHODE; 
THE OTHER USED 83.5 AMPERE-HOUR CATHODES. 
TABLES 6, 7 AND 8 SHOW THE COLLECTED AND CALCULATED DATA FOR THESE 
TEN TESTS AND THE VOLTAGE VS. TIME CURVES FOR THE 62.5 AMPERE-HOUR CATHODES 
ARE SHOWN IN FIGURES 17-21 AND FOR THE 83.5 AMPERE-HOUR CATHODES IN FIGURES 
22-26. 
TABLE 6 
COLLECTED AND CALCULATED DATA FOR 62.5 A-HR. CATHODES 
CATHODE ANODE SELF-DISCHARGE 
UTILIZATION UTILIZATION I.S.D. 
300 62.28 77·69 86.08 93·23 23·7 
301 62.35 77. 81 84. II 89.72 36,7 
304 62.69 77. 86 86.10 94.80 17. 4 
309 62·55 77·93 83.49 152.0 57. 2 
~ L6 _____ __ 62.2LJ-D.!56 80.28 132.0 ___ .. _7§~~_ . 
~ -- .. ~ -- --~~ , ._- ._-.-
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TABLE 7 
COLLECTED AND CALCULATED DATA FOR 71.5 A-HR. CATHODES 
CATHODE ANODE CATHODE ANODE CELL SELF-DISCHARGE 
CATHODE CAPACITY CAPACITY UTILIZATION UTILIZATION LIFE CURRENT, I. S. D. 
NUMBER (AMP-HRS) (AMP-HRS) (%) (%) (HRS) (MA) 
259 . 71.40 86.80 73·90 77·90 158.5 94.3 
270 71.60 86·90 81.80 90·30 175·5 34.4 
27 1 71.70 86·90 88.60 92.40 188·9 28.1 
317 71•65 86·75 67·59 80.25 145.0 82.2 
JI9 71. '51 8].44 72.07 92.6'5 1'54.3 2'5.2 
TABLE 8 
CALCULATED AND COLLECTED DATA FOR 83.5 A-HR. CATHODES 
CATHODE ANODE CATHODE ANODE CELL SELF-DISCHARGE 
CATHODE CAPACITY CAPACITY UTILIZATION UTILIZATION LIFE CURRENT,I.s.D. 
NUMBER iAMP-HRS) (AMP-HRS) (%) f%) (HRS) (MA) 
294 82·77 100.82 76•88 78.99 1190•5 88.3 
296 82·90 100.58 77·15 92·32 1191 .5 27. 6 
297 82·90 100.58 73·93 86.37 183.5 49·8 
306 82·97 100·57 64·98 83.16 161.4 45. 0 
. 307 82.90 100.07 7~.46 94.8} 187.3 13.9 
AFTER CONSIDERING THE REPRODUCIBILITY AND AVERAGE OF THE RESULTS FOR 
THE 71.5 AMPERE-HOUR CATHODES, IT BECAME APPARENT THAT THESE QUANTITIES 
WERE MUCH HIGHER THAN EXPECTED. SEVERAL ADDITIONAL CELLS OF THIS CAPACITY 
(71.5 A-HRS) WERE CONSTRUCTED AND TESTED GIVING THE RESULTS IN TABLE 7 
TABULATED AS CATHODE NUMBERS 317 AND 319. THE VOLTAGE VS TIME CURVES FOR 
THESE TWO TESTS ARE SHOWN IN FIGURES 27 AND 28. 
IN EACH CATHODE-CAPACITY SERIES IT CAN BE OBSERVED THAT ONE RUN STANDS 
OUT AS NOT BEING PART OF THE MAIN GROUP OF DATA. EACH OF THESE TESTS 
WERE DROPPED WHEN CALCULATING THE GROUP AVERAGES AND AVERAGE DEVIATIONS. 
ON THIS BASIS THE DATA FOR EACH CATHODE CAPACITY SERIES WERE CALCULATED 
AND ARE SHOWN IN TABLE 9. 
TABLE 9* 
AVERAGE DATA COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT CATHODE CAPACITIES 
±O.IO 
157.7 ± 3.2 
169·3 ±12.9 
188.2 ± 2.8 
AVG. CATHODE 
UTILIZATION 
84.37 ±I. 73 
79.09 ±6. II 
.86 ± I. 16 
52 .7 ±I •. I 
56.7 ±4.6 
62. 
*AVERAGE OF FOUR CELLS IN EACH CATHODE CAPACITY SERIES. 
IF THE AVERAGE CATHODE INPUT CAPACITY IS PLOTTED AGAINST THE ACTUAL 
CELL OUTPUT IN AMPERE-HOURS, IT IS SEEN IN FIGURE 29 THAT A STRAIGHT LINE 
RELATIONSHIP EXISTS. THE DESIGN POINT FOR THE CATHODE WAS A 50 AMPERE-
HOUR OUTPUT. THE TESTING DID NOT ENCOMPASS THIS VALUE BUT THE LOWEST 
CATHODE OUTPUT CAPACITY WAS ONLY GREATER BY 2.7 AMPERE-HOURS. EXTRAPOLA-
TION OF THE CURVE TO THE DESIGN POINT (50 AMPERE-HOURS OUTPUT) INDICATES 
THAT A 57. I AMPERE-HOUR CATHODE INPUT IS REQUIRED. HOWEVER, ~ONSIDERING 
ALSO THE AVERAGE DEVIATIONS EXPERIENCED ON THESE TESTS, A CATHODE INPUT 
CAPACITY GREATER THAN 57.1 AMPERE-HOURS WOULD BE REQUIRED TO ASCERTAIN 
A 150 HOUR LIFE AT THE NOMINAL DUTY CYCLE. To MEET THIS RUNNING TIME 
SPECIFICATION OF THE CELL RELIABLY A NOMINAL 61.0 AMPERE-HOUR CATHODE 
CAPACITY INPUT WAS ACCEPTED. 
15 .. , 
.j, 
) 
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IT IS INSTRUCTIVE TO NOTE IN FIGURE 30, WHERE THE CATHODE INPUT CAPAC-
ITY IS PLOTTED AGAINST THE PERCENT CATHODE UTILIZATION, THAT THE PERCENT 
UTILIZATION DECREASES MARKEDLY AS THE CATHODE CAPACITY INCREASES. THE 
ONLY VARIABLE ALLOWED TO FLUCTUATE DURING THE PREPARATION OF THE CATHODES 
IS ITS HEIGHT. THAT IS TO SAY THAT THE HEIGHT OF A HIGHER CAPACITY CATHODE 
WILL BE GREATER THAN LOWER CAPACITY CATHODES. IN VIEW OF THIS, THE TREND 
IN FIGURE 30 IS QUITE REASONABLE FOR AT LEAST TWO REASONS: 
REACTION PRODUCTS, SUCH AS LI 0, ARE TRAPPED IN THE CATHODE 
2 
PORES AND CANNOT DIFFUSE TO THE BULK ELECTROLYTE RAPIDLY ENOUGH 
TO PREVENT FREEZING OF THE ELECTROLYTE IN THE ELECTRODE; 
(B) ELECTROLYTE DIFFUSION INTO A THICK CATHODE IS TOO SLOW AND THE 
DEEPER PARTS OF THE CATHODE BECOME ELECTROLYTE STARVED. 
BOTH OF THESE REASONS MAY BE RAMIFICATIONS OF THE SAME PRINCIPLE. THIS 
DATA INDICATES THAT THE THINNEST POSSIBLE CATHODE STRUCTURE WOULD BE MOST 
DESIRABLE TO ATTAIN HIGH CATHODE UTILIZATIONS RESULTING IN A LIGHTER WEIGHT 
CELL. 
3.2.1.2.4 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CATHODES 
AT THIS STAGE OF THE WORK, THE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS COPPER NEEDLE SIZE 
(3 MIL) HAD BEEN SELECTED FOR THE CATHODE FABRICATION AND THE PROPER CATHODE 
INPUT CAPACITY HAD BEEN DETERMINED (61.0 AMPERE-HOURS) TO DELIVER A 50 
AMPERE-HOUR CELL OUTPUT. DEFINITION OF THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE 
CATHODE WAS BEGUN SO THAT A QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURE COULD BE APPLIED TO 
THE CATHODE FABRICATION. As SHOWN IN THE QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM IN Ap-
) 
PENDIX II I, THE DIAMETER OF THE CATHODES WAS CONTROLLED IN ALL TESTS. 
THE HEIGHT) AND CONSEQUENTLY THE BULK DENSITY) WAS ALLOWED TO VARY ACCORDING 
TO THE NORMAL FABRICATION METHOD. EVERY CATHODE MANUFACTURED) HOWEVER) 
HAD ITS THICKNESS AND DENSITY MEASURED AND RECORDED AS STANDARD PRACTICE. 
THE PHYSICAL PROPERTY TESTING DISCUSSED BELOW IS AN ATTEMPT TO DEFINE 
APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS THAT WILL RESULT IN REPRODUCIBLE CATHODE FABRICA-
T/ON. 
FIVE DIFFERENT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES WERE SELECTED FOR STUDY: 
(A) BULK DENSITY 
(B) B. E. T. TRUE SURFACE AREA BY N ADSORPTION 
2 
(C) PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION BY HG INTRUSION 
(D) MODULUS OF RUPTURE 
(E) COMPRESSION STRENGTH. 
EACH OF THESE TESTS ARE DISCUSSED MORE FULLY BELOW. 
3.2.1.2.4.1 BULK DENSITY 
TEN (10) CATHODES OF A NOMINAL 6/.0 AMPERE-HOUR CAPACITY WERE CON-
STRUCTED BY THE NORMAL FABRICATION TECHNIQUE DESCRIBED EARLIER AND IN 
ApPENDIX 11/. No EXTRAORDINARY PRECAUTIONS WERE TAKEN DURING FABRICATION 
SINCt THESE TESTS WERE MEANT TO DEFINE THE NORMAL FABRICATION LIMITS DURING 
THE CONSTRUCTION. THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM DIAMETERS AND HEIGHTS OF EACH 
ELECTRODE WERE MEASURED WITH CALIPERS OR MICROMETERS AND AN AVERAGE HEIGHT 
'AND DIAMETER WAS FOUND. THE ELECTRODE WAS WEIGHED ON AN ANALYTICAL BALANCE 
TO ±/ MG. THE CALIPERS USED ARE ABLE TO MEASURE TO 0.001". THE NUMBERS 
WERE USED TO CALCULATE THE BULK DENSITY OF EACH CATHODE. THE RESULTS OF 
THESE CALCULATIONS ARE SHOWN IN TABLE 10. 
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TABLE 10 
DENSITY VARIATION OF 61 AMPERE-HoUR CATHODES 
ELECTRODE CATHODE CAPACITY DENSITY 
NUMBER (AMP-HRS) _( GMS/ CC) 
I 61.27 3.26 
2 61. II 3.37 
3 61.13 _ 3· 47 
4 61.13 
( 
3.28 
5 61.27 3.18 
6 61.33 3·20 
7 61.06 3.37 
'8 61.27 
~ 
3.14 
9 61.13 3·23 
10 61.06 3.29 
THE AVERAGE DENSITY AND AVERAGE DEVIATION CALCULATED FROM TABLE 10 IS, 
RESPECTIVELY, 3.28 ±C.0'S G/CC. PROBABLY A MORE ACCEPTABLE MEASURE OF 
PRECISION IS THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF A SINGLE POINT (a), DEFINED AS 
SIGMA = [!: D~/(N-I)JI/2, WHERE 01 IS THE DEVIATION OF THE POINT FROM THE 
ARITHMETICAL MEAN AND N IS THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES MEASURED. ON THIS BASIS 
±I SIGMA WILL ENCOMPASS APPROXIMATELY TWO-THIRDS OF THE MEASURED SAMPLES. 
ONE SIGMA FOR THIS SET OF MEASUREMENTS IS 0.10 GRAMS/CC INDICA~ING THAT 
ANY ELECTRODES FABRICATED WITH DENSITIES OUTSIDE THE RANGE 3.18-3.38 SHOULD 
BE REJECTED. 
3.2.1.2.4.2 B. E. T. TRUE SURFACE AREA 
THE SECOND TECHNIQUE EXAMINED TO DEFINE QUALITY CONTROL TOLERANCES 
fOR THE CuO CATHODE WAS TO MEASURE THEIR TRUE SURFACE AREA BY THE BRUNAUER, 
EMMET AND TELLER GAS ADSORPTION (B. E. T.) METHOD. THE SAME TEN SAMPLES 
THAT WERE USED FOR THE BULK DENSITY DETERMINATION WAS SENT TO THE COORS 
SPECTROCHEMICAL LABORATORY IN GOLDEN, COLORADO 'FOR THIS STUDY. ApPROXI-
MATELY 2-3 GRAM SAMPLES WERE TAKEN FROM THE ELECTRODE AND DE-GASSED UNDER 
A HIGH VAcUUM AT ROOM TEMPERATURE FOR 24 HOURS. THE ADSORBED GAS USED 
WAS NITROGEN. AFJER THE PRE-TREATMENT, THE SURFACE AREA DETERMINATION 
WAS CONDUCTED AND THE RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN TABLE II. THE ELECTRODE NUMBERS 
CORRESPOND DIRECTLY TO THOSE IN TABLE 10. 
TABLE II 
B. E. T. SURFACE AREAS OF CATHODES 
'ELECTRODE 
I NUMBER 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
SURFACE AREAl 
METERS a GM j 
0.02 
0.04 
0.03 
0.01 
0.04 
0.01 
0.0 
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PLOTTING DENSITY VS. B. E. T. SURFACE AREA AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 31 
INDICATES THAT A ROUGH CORRELATION EXISTS BETWEEN THESE TWO PARAMETERS. 
HOWEVER, THE DATA ARE SO SCATTERED THAT A QUALITY CONTROL MEASURE CANNOT 
BE DERIVED FROM IT. THE SURFACE AREAS OF THE CuO CATHODES ARE SO LOW 
THAT THEY APPROACH THE MINIMUM SENSITIVITY OF THE B. E. T. METHOD. THIS 
METHOD WAS USEFUL IN DETERMINING THE MAGNITUDE OF THE TRUE ELECTRODE SUR-
FACE BUT APPEARS TO BE A POOR CRITERION FOR QUALITY CONTROL OF THE ELEC-
TRODE FABRICATION. 
3.2.1.2.4.3 PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
SINCE THE CATHODES ARE FABRICATED FROM THIN COPPER WIRES SINTERED 
TOGETHER, THE RESULTING CuO ELECTRODE IS VERY POROUS, APPROXIMATELY 47-50 
PERCENT OF THE CATHODE VOLUME BEING DUE TO PORE VOLUME. THE METHOD OF 
FABRICATION WOULD ALSO SUGGEST THAT A RANGE OF PORE SIZES WOULD EXIST 
BUT THAT A PREDOMINANT RANGE OF PORE SIZES WOULD BE EXPERIENCED IN WHICH 
THE MAJORITY OF THE PORE VOLUME WOULD RESIDE. ON A PHYSICAL BASIS, 
IT WOULD SEEM THAT AN ELECTRODE COMPOSED OF RELATIVELY LARGE PORE SIZES 
WOULD PERFORM WELL SINCE DIFFUSION OF REACTION PRODUCTS AWAY FROM THE 
ELECTRODE AND FREE ELECTROLYTE INTO THE ELECTRODE WOULD BE FASTER. 
To DEFINE OUR CATHODE MORE CLOSELY IN THIS RESPECT, TEN (10) CATHODES 
OF A NOMINAL 61 AMPERE-HOUR CAPACITY WERE SUPPLIED TO THE AMERICAN INSTRU-
MENT COMPANY, SILVER SPRING, MD. TO DETERMINE THEIR PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
BY MERCURY INTRUSION. SEVERAL PRELIMINARY PORE-SIZE DISTRIBUTION TESTS 
WERE MADE TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE MERCURY WOULD AMALGAMATE WITH THE CuO. 
THESE TESTS SHOWED NO EVIDENCE OF THE HG AFFECTING THE CuO THROUGH THE 
DURATION OF THE MEASUREMENT. THE SAMPLES FOR THESE TESTS WERE TAKEN OUT 
OF THE EXACT CENTER OF THE ELECTRODE AND·WEIGHED 1.3 TO 1.5 GRAMS. THE 
RESULTS OF THE TESTS ARE SHOWN GRAPHICALLY IN FIGURES 32 TO 41 AND SOME 
DATA CALCULATED FROM THESE CURVES ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 12. 
TABLE 12 
PERCENT PORE VOLUME BETWEEN 1 AND 30 ~ 
ELECTRODE i % PORE VOLUME' BULK DENSITyi 
; NUMBER ! 1-30 Il, (cc) (GMS/CC)' 
27 54.3 3·22 
23 56.6 3·00 
29 66.8 3·21 
24 68.6 3·22 
33 72.3 3. 27 
34 72·3 3.43 
22 74.3 3·29 
31 74.6 3.38 
32 79·4 3·20 
30 81.0 3.18 
THE CALCULATED AVERAGE OF THE PORE VOLUME BETWEEN 1 AND 30 MICRONS 
IS 70.0% OF THE TOTAL PORE VOLUME. ONE STANDARD DEVIATION (a) FOR AN 
INDIVIDUAL DETERMINATION IS 5.9%. ACCEPTING THE DEVIATION OF ±a AS A 
USABLE CATHODE, THIS SETS THE QUALITY CONTROL RANGE OF CATHODE ACCEPTANCE 
BETWEEN 64. I AND 75.9% OF THE TOTAL PORE VOLUME EXISTING BETWEEN 1 AND 30 
MICRON PORE DIAMETER. 
REFERRING BACK TO SECTION 3.2.1.2.4.1 IT CAN BE SEEN THAT GOOD CORRE-
LATION IS PRESENT BETWEEN ACCEPTABLE BULK DENSITY RANGE AND THE PORE VOLUME 
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BETWEEN I AND 30~. TABLE 12 SHOWS THAT ELECTRODES 27, 32 AND 30 WOULD 
BE REJECTED ON THE BASIS OF BULK DENSITY. THESE SAME ELECTRODES PLUS 
NUMBER 23 WOULD BE REJECTED ON THE BASIS OF PORE VOLUME. ELECTRODE 23 
IS AT THE LOWEST LIMIT OF ACCEPTANCE ON THE BULK DENSITY BASIS. IT APPEARS 
THAT ELECTRODES BEING ACCEPTED FROM BULK DENSITY TESTS WILL ALSO BE ACCEPT-
ABLE FROM THE PORE SIZE MEASUREMENT DETERMINATIONS. 
REFERRING AGAIN TO FIGURES 32-41 IT CAN GENERALLY BE OBSERVED THAT 
STEEP SLOPING SECTIONS ARE PRESENT FOR EACH PORE SIZE DETERMINATION. 
THE SLOPE AT ANY POINT ON THE CURVE, I.E., THE CHANGE OF PORE VOLUME PER 
DECADE OF PRESSURE, IS DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE NUMBER OF PORES OF A SPECIFIC 
DIAMETER. A PLOT OF THE SLOPE VS THE PORE DIAMETER, SHOWN IN FIGURE 42, 
FOR ELECTRODE NUMBER 24 INDICATES TWO MAXIMA. THIS ANALYSIS INDICATES 
THAT TWO PREDOMINANT PORE SIZE REGIONS ARE PRESENT. FOR THIS PARTICULAR 
ELECJRODE THE MAXIMA OCCUR AT 3 ~ AND 30~. THIS IS NOT TOO SURPRISING 
SINCE THE COPPER NEEDLES ARE HORIZONTALLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOMLY, THUS CON-
TRIBUTING ONE PREDOMINANT PORE SIZE. IT HAS ALSO BEEN OBSERVED THAT AFTER 
THE 3 MIL COPPER WiRES HAVE BEEN OXIDIZED TO CUPRIC OXIDE, THEY ARE IN-
VARIABLY HOLLOW, I.E., A TUBE OF CuO IS PRODUCED FROM A ROD OF COPPER. 
THIS PHENOMENON SUPPORTS THE THEORY THAT THE COPPER MUST MIGRATE FROM 
THE CENTER TO THE SURFACE TO BE OXIDIZED. IN THIS WAY A SECOND MAJOR 
PORE SIZE IS EXPECTED TO APPEAR IN THE PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION TRACE. 
THE DIAMETERS OF THE TWO MAJOR PORE SIZES SUPPORT THE SELECTION OF 
THE RANGE 1-30 ~ FOR THE QUALITY CONTROL REGION. 
3.2.1.2.4.4 MODULUS OF RUPTURE 
THE PREVIOUS QUALITY CONTROL TESTS HAVE BEEN CHIEFLY DESIGNED TO 
DESCRIBE PROPERTIES OTHER THAN STRUCTURAL. IN ORDER TO ~STABLISH A RE-
PRODUCIBLE AND DYNAMICALLY STRONG ELECTRODE, THE FOLLOWING TWO TESTS WERE 
APPLIED. 
THE "MODULUS OF RUPTURE" TESTS WERE PERFORMED TO ASCERTAIN THE REGION 
IN WHICH THE ELECTRODE COULD BE EXPECTED TO BREAK. A fiXTURE WAS DESIGNED 
FOR THIS PURPOSE AND IS SHOWN IN FIGURE 43. THE ELECTRODE WAS SUPPORTED 
AT TWO PIVOT EDGES BEING 1.400 INCHES APART. THE CENTER OF THE ELECTRODE 
WAS POSITIONED EQUI-DISTANT BETWEEN THE TWO PIVOTS. THREE DIFFERENT SHAPED 
PIVOTS WERE EXA,MINED: (A) WEDGE, (B) SEMI-CIRCULAR, 0.188" RADIUS AND 
(C) SEMI-CIRCULAR, 0.376" RADIUS. THE CRITERION OF ACCEPTABILITY FOR 
THE PIVOTS WAS WHETHER THE PIVOT CAUSED ANY CRUSHING OF THE ELECTRODE 
UNDER THE FORCE REQUIRED TO BREAK THE ELECTRODE. THE RUPTURE-PLUNGER 
USED IN ALL CASES WAS A WEDGE THAT WAS POSITIONED PARALLEL TO THE PIVOTS 
AND INTERSECTING THE CENTER OF THE ELECTRODE. A NUMBER OF "DUMMY" TESTS 
WERE CONDUCTED TO EVALUATE THE APPLICABILITY OF THE PIVOTS. TESTING WAS 
BEGUN WITH THE WEDGE SHAPED PIVOTS. A HAND-OPERATED PRESS, PREVIOUSLY 
CALIBRATED WITH AN ACCURATE DILLON GAGE, WAS USED TO APPLY A FORCE TO 
THE RUPTURE-PLUNGER. fORCE WAS APPLIED UNTIL THE ELECTRODE RUPTURED, 
AT WHICH TIME THE RUPTURE FORCE WAS NOTED. THE ELECTRODES WERE THEN EX-
AMINED TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE PIVOTS CAUSED ANY DEGRADATION OF THE ELEC-
TRODE AT THEIR POINT OF CONTACT. THE WEDGE PIVOT CAUSED A VERY DEFINITE 
RIDGE ON THE ELECTRODE, RESULTING IN SOME COMPRESSION AND CRUMBLING. 
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THE TEST WAS REPEATED USING THE SMALLER SEMI-CIRCULAR WEDGE. No DELETERIOUS 
EFFECTS WERE OBSERVED WITH THIS PIVOT. FURTHER TESTING WITH THE LARGER 
SEMI-CIRCULAR PIVOT CAUSED SOME CRUMBLING OF THE CATHODE AT ITS POINT 
OF CONTACT; BUT MORE IMPORTANT, THE RUPTURE OF THE ELECTRODE DID NOT OCCUR 
ALONG THE LINE OF THE RUPTURE-PLUNGER WEDGE. THE ELECTRODE INVARIABLY 
RUPTURED TO GIVE MORE THAN TWO PIECES. THIS INDICATES THAT STRAIN FORCES 
ARE RADIATING IN DIRECTIONS OTHER THAN ALONG THE WEDGE OF THE RUPTURE-
PLUNGER. THIS CAN BE TRACED BACK TO SLIGHT IRREGULARITIES IN THE SURFACE 
(BOTTOM) OF THE CATHODE AND THE PIVOT RADIUS IS LARGE ENOUGH TO SUPPORT 
THE FORCE OVER A NUMBER OF THESE IRREGULARITIES CAUSING A STRAIN IN THESE 
DIRECTIONS. 
OF THE THREE PIVOTS EXAMINED, THE WEDGE AND LARGE SEMI-CIRCLE WAS 
ELIMINATED FROM FURTHER USE. THE SMALL SEMI-CIRCLE PIVOT WAS ACCEPTED 
FOR FURTHER USE, NOT NECESSARILY AS A PROCESS OF ELIMINATION, BUT RATHER 
THAT THE INITIAL TESTS INDICATED IT TO BE A VERY SATISFACTORY PIVOT. 
THE FIXTURE WAS COMPLETELY CONSTRUCTED FROM STEEL PARTS. THE SPRING, 
USED TO KEEP THE RUPTURE-PLUNGER FROM STRIKING THE BASE PLATE, WAS CALI-
BRATED AT THE ELECTRODE HEIGHT AND CORRECTED FOR IN THE FINAL FORCE READINGS. 
SIX ELECTRODES WERE SUBJECTED TO THIS TEST. ALL ELECTRODES WERE OF 
A NOMINAL 61 AMPERE-HOUR CAPACITY. THE MODULUS OF RUPTURE DAIA IS COLLECTED 
BELOW IN TABLE 13. 
THE AVERAGE OF THE RUPTURE FORCES GIVES 478 POUNDS WITH AN AVERAGE 
DEVIATION OF ±57 POUNDS. USING 1.5 TIMES THE AVERAGE DEVIATION AS A RE-
JECTION FACTOR, ELECTRODES NUMBER 25 AND 35 SHOULD BE REJECTED SINCE THEY 
DON'T REPRESENT A GOOD PRECISION. RECALCULATING THE AVERAGE AFTER ELIMINA-
TING ELECTRODES 25 AND 35 GIVES AN AVERAGE OF 505 POUNDS AS THE AVERAGE 
RUPTURE FORCE. 
TABLE 13 
MODULUS OF RUPTURE DATA 
jELECTRODE i MODULUS OF RUPTURE I 
, NUMBER 
25 
26 
35 
36 
37 
8 
570 
490 
280 
540 
460 
o 
3·30 
3.26 
3· 13 
3·20 
3·00 
.0 
ON THE BASIS OF THE FOUR ACCEPTED TESTS, A STANDARD DEVIATION OF 37 LBS. 
IS CALCULATED. AGAIN APPLYING THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF :cr AS AN ACCEPT-
ABLE RUPTURE TEST, THE RANGE OF ACCEPTABILITY IS 468-542 LBS. SINCE THIS 
IS A DESTRUCTIVE TEST, IT BECOMES IMPOSSIBLE TO APPLY THE TEST TO THE 
ACTUAL ELECTRODE TO BE USED IN THE THERMAL CELL. THE TEST DOES DEFINE 
A DESIRABLE RUPTURE. RANGE BUT ITS USEFULNESS AND APPLICATION ARE SERIOUSLY 
HINDERED (EXCEPT FOR RANDOM SAMPLING PROCEDURES). To MAKE THIS TEST USE-
FUL, IT WOULD HAVE TO BE RELATED TO A NON-DESTRUCTIVE TEST, SUCH AS BULK 
DENSITY. THE BULK DENSITY OF EACH ELECTRODE IS ALSO GIVEN IN TABLE 13. 
No DEFINITE CORRELATION APPEARS TO EXIST BETWEEN THE MODULUS OF RUPTURE 
AND THE DENSITY. IT MIGHT REASONABLY BE EXPECTED THAT SUCH A CORRELATION 
WOULD EXIST AND MORE INTENSIVE TESTING MIGHT SHOW THIS TREND. 
3.2.1.2.4.5 'COMPRESSION TESTS 
THE CATHODE COMPRESSION TESTS ARE AGAIN TESTS TO STUDY THE STABILITY 
OF THE CATHODE STRUCTURE. THE TEST, BEING A DESTRUCTIVE ONE, IS MEANT TO 
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ESTABLISH THE DEGREE OF COMPRESSION AN ELECTRODE CAN TOLERATE AND STILL 
BE A USABLE ELECTRODE. 
THE COMPRESSION TESTS WERE PERFORMED WITH THE SAME FIXTURE AS THAT 
USED FOR THE MODULUS OF RUPTURE EXCEPT THAT THE WEDGE SHAPED RUPTURE PLUNGER 
WAS REPLACED BY A COMPRESSION PLUNGER AS DESCRIBED IN FIGURE 44. THE 
COMPRESSION HEAD THAT SEATS AGAINST THE ELECTRODE IS A ROD 1/4" IN DIAMETER 
WITH A MACHINED FLAT FACE. IN THIS TEST THE ELECTRODE IS SET FLAT ON 
THE FIXTURE BASE DURING THE TEST. 
Two CONDITIONS WERE EXAMINED IN THIS TEST. IN THE FIRST CASE THE 
PLUNGER WAS VERY CAREFULLY PLACED ON THE ELECTRODE SURFACE AND PRESSURE 
WAS APPLIED SLOWLY. AT THE FIRST VISIBLE EVIDENCE OF SURFACE FRACTURE, 
THE FORCE WAS NOTED. FOR THE SECOND CONDITION, FORCE WAS APPLIED TO THE 
PLUNGER UNTIL IT HAD BEEN PUSHED 0.063 INCHES INTO THE ELECTRODE SURFACE. 
THE RESULTS OF THESE TESTS ON SIX CATHODES OF A 61 AMPERE-HOUR CAPACITY 
ARE GIVEN BELOW IN TABLE 14. 
TABLE 14 
RESULTS OF COMPRESSION TESTS 
ELECTRODE SURFACE FRACTURE FORCE AT 0.063 DENS I TYl 
NUMBER FORCE (LBS) DEPTH (LBS) {G/cc} I 
39 480 930 3·12 
40 580 980 3·23 
, 
I 
41 580 880 (FRACTURE) I 3.30, 
, 
42 580 980 3· 15 
, 
43 480 490 (FRACTURE) 3·10 
44 530 980 -.1.10 
.. ,26 
/' 
THE RESULTS SHOW THAT THESE ELECTRODES ARE VERY STURDY. No VISUAL 
EVIDENCE OF COMPRESSION OCCURS UNTIL ~500 POUNDS OF FORCE IS APPLIED AND 
NEARLY TWICE THIS FORCE IS REQUIRED TO CAUSE A 0.063" DEPRESSION. 
IN A GENERAL WAY, A CORRELATION EXISTS BETWEEN THE SURFACE FRACTURE 
FORCE AND THE BULK DENSITY. THE THREE LOWEST BULK DENSITY CATHODES HAD 
THE THREE LOWEST SURFACE FRACTURE FORCE WHILE THE THREE MOST DENSE ELEC-
TRODE5 ALL INDICATED A SURFACE FRACTURE FORCE OF 580 POUNDS. 
3.2.1.2.4.6 SUMMARY OF PHYSICAL PROPERTY TESTS 
ONLY TWO OF THE FIVE PHYSICAL PROPERTY TESTS EXAMINED CAN BE CONSIDERED 
NON-DESTRUCTIVE. A NON-DESTRUCTIVE TEST IS A POWERFUL QUALITY CONTROL 
MEASURE BECAUSE IT CAN BE APPLIED TO THE ACTUAL COMPONENTS BEING USED. 
THE TWO TESTS MENTIONED ABOVE ARE (A) BULK DENSITY AND (B) 8. E. T. TRUE 
SURFACE AREA MEASUREMENT. THE BULK DENSITY MEASUREMENT IS THE MOST APPLI-
CABLE TEST THAT CAN EASILY BE APPLIED TO EACH ELECTRODE. IN GENERAL, IT 
APPEARS THAT IF AN ELECTRODE IS ACCEPTED ON THE BULK DENSITY TEST, IT 
WILL BE ACCEPTABLE IN PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION, MODULUS OF RUPTURE AND COM-
PRESSION. 
8. E. T. DETERMINATION OF TRUE SURFACE AREA IS TOO INSENSITIVE FOR 
THESE SMALL AREAS TO BE A GOOD NON-DESTRUCTIVE QUALITY CONTROL METHOD. 
THE THREE DESTRUCTIVE TESTS, I.E., PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION, MODULUS 
OF RUPTURE AND COMPRESSION, CANNOT BE USED AS A 100% SAMPLING QUALITY 
CONTROL METHOD BUT COULD BE USED AS AN ACCEPTANCE TEST ON A BATCH BASIS. 
IF A BATCH IS FIRST QUALITY CONTROLLED BY BULK DENSITY TESTS AND THE RE-
SULTING ELECTRODES CONSIDERED AS A BATCH, THEN THE DESTRUCTIVE TESTS COULD 
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BE APPLIED TO A RANDOM SAMPLING, E.G., 10% SAMPLING OF A BATCH. OBSERVING 
THE ACCEPTABILITY OF AN ELECTRODE IF IT FALLS WITHIN ONE a OF THE MEAN, 
THEN THE RANGE OF ACCEPTANCE WILL BE AS SUMMARIZED BELOW. 
BULK DENSITY 
PERCENT PORE VOLUME 
BETWEEN 1-30 ~ 
MODULUS OF RUPTURE 
COMPRESSION FORCE 
3.18 TO 3.38 Glcc 
64. I TO 75.9% 
468 TO 542 POUNDS 
489 TO 587 POUNDS 
IT CAN BE REASONED FURTHER THAT CATHODES HAVING DENSITIES RANGING 
FROM 2.0 TO 4.3 GMslcc HAVE NOT SHOWN AN AVERAGE POORER PERFORMANCE THAN 
CATHODES HAVING TIGHTLY CONTROLLED BULK DENSITIES. THE MAJOR REASON FOR 
MAINTAINING A CLOSE TOLERANCE ON THE BULK DENSITY IS TO CONTROL THE HEIGHT 
OF THE CATHODE. SINCE THE CATHODE RETAINER RING IS WELDED INTO THE CASE 
BEFORE THE CATHODE IS ASSEMBLED ON THE RING, IT CONSIDERABLY FACILITATES 
FABRICATION IF THE CATHODE RETAINER RING CAN BE LOCATED AT A STANDARD 
DISTANCE FROM THE CELL BOTTOM. OTHERWISE EACH CATHODE MUST BE MATCHED 
TO A PARTICULAR CASE SO THAT A TIGHT FITTING CATHODE CONNECTION IS ACHIEVED. 
FROM THIS STANDPOINT IT IS ~ENEFICIAL TO CONTROL THE CATHODE BULK DENSITY 
RATHER CLOSELY. No TRUE EXPERIMENTAL CORRELATION HAS BEEN MADE BETWEEN 
CELL PERFORMANCE AND ANY OF THE DESTRUCTIVE TESTS. 
BASED ON THESE CONSIDERATIONS, BULK DENSITY WILL BE CONTROLLED TO 
THE TOLERANCE MENTIONED BUT NO ATTEMPT WILL BE MADE TO MEASURE THE OTHER 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AS A QUALITY CONTROL SPECIFICATION. 
3.2.2 ANODE CONNECTORS 
IN A CELL THAT MUST OPERATE FOR A PERIOD OF '50"HOURS IT IS PART/CU-
LARLY IMPORTANT TO MAKE CERTAIN THAT THE INTERNAL ELECTRICAL CONNECTION 
OF THE ELECTRODES TO THEIR TERMINALS REMAIN INTACT. THE MAIN CONCERN 
DEALS WITH THE ANODE SINCE THE CATHODE CONNECTION IS MADE DIRECTLY TO 
THE CELL CASE. THE ANODE IS INSULATED FROM THE CASE BY USING A CERAMIC 
TERMINAL SEAL. A CONNECTOR MUST BE PROVIDED THROUGH WHICH THE ANODE IS 
CONNECTED TO THE TERMINAL. 
ALL CELL TESTS CONDUCTED FOR THE LAST 15 MONTHS HAVE BEEN MADE USING 
A NICKEL 200 ANODE CONNECTOR MATERIAL. THIS ENCOMPASSES ABOUT 250 INDI-
VIDUAL TESTS. No VISIBLE EVIDENCE HAS BEEN OBSERVED DURING THESE TESTS 
THAT THE NICKEL I S ATTACKED BY THE CELL COMPONENTS. 
THE JOINING METHOD USED DURING THIS TIME HAS BEEN A SCREW CONNECTION. 
THE MAGNESIUM ANODE IS TAP-DRILLED AND THREADED. IN A SIMILAR MANNER 
THE NICKEL CONNECTING ROD IS THREADED. By TIGHTLY SCREWING THE NICKEL 
CONNECTOR ROD INTO THE MAGNESIUM, A RELIABLE, TROUBLE-FREE JOINT IS MADE. 
OVER THE PERIOD OF USE OF THIS CONNECTOR MATERIAL AND JOINING METHOD, NOT 
ONE CELL FAILURE COULD BE ATTRIBUTED TO AN ANODE DISCONNECT OR ANY OTHER 
REASON DEALING WITH THE MATERIAL OR JOINING METHOD. 
To COMPLETE THE CONNECTOR STUDY, THREE COMPLETE CELLS WERE CONSTRUCTED 
USING NICKEL 200 ANODE CONNECTORS AND THE ANODE JOINED TO THE CONNECTOR 
BY THE SCREW TECHNIQUE DESCRIBED ABOVE. AFTER THESE CELLS HAD BEEN ELEC-
TROCHEMICALLY DISCHARGED ACCORDING TO THE SPECIFICATION GIVEN IN SECTION 
3. I. I, ELECTROLYTE SAMPLES WERE TAKEN FROM EACH AND ANALYZED QUANTITATIVELY 
FOR DISSOLVED NICKEL. THE RESULTS OF THESE ANALYSES ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 15. 
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TABLE 15 
ANODE CONNECTOR STUDy-ELECTROLYTE ANALYSIS FOR NI 
TEST NI NI ! AVG. RATE OF 
NUMBER (%) (GMS TOTAL) ! DISSOLUTION (GMS/HR) 
, 
272 0.09 0.305 \ 0.00237 I 
273 0.05 0.169 
! 
0.00231 I I 
274 0.08 0.271 i 0.00166 
THE CELL LIFE, AND CONSEQUENTLY THE TIME THE CELLS WERE IN THE MOLTEN 
STATE, WERE: TEST 272 - 117 HRS, TEST 273 73.4 HRS, AND TEST 274 --
163.2 HRS. FROM THE FIRST TWO TESTS IT IS SEEN THAT THE AVERAGE RATE 
OF SOLUTION OF NICKEL IS ABOUT THE SAME WHILE TEST 274 SHOWS A DECREASED 
RATE. THIS CAN BE INTERPRETED TO MEAN THAT THE ELECTROLYTE BECOMES SATURATED 
WITH NICKEL CORROSION PRODUCT SOME TIME BETWEEN 117 HRS. AND 163 HRS. 
JUDGING FROM THE PERCENT NI FOUND IN THE ELECTROLYTE, SATURATION OCCURS 
NEAR THE 117 HR. MARK. IT APPEARS REASONABLE TO ACCEPT THE DISSOLUTION 
RATE OF THE NICKEL TO BE 0.0023 GMS. NI/HR. AT TIMES LESS THAN THE TIME 
OF SATURATION. IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE THREE TESTS WERE CON-
DUCTED IN A CELL CASE CONSTRUCTED FROM NICKEL 200. IF IT IS ASSUMED THAT 
THE DISSOLUTION RATE OF THE NICKEL IS DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL TO ITS AREA 
EXPOSED TO THE ELECTROLYTE, THEN IT CAN BE CALCULATED THAT ONLY 52.2 ~ GMs/HR 
IS LOST FROM THE ANODE CONNECTOR WITH THE PROGRESSIVE LOSS OF NICKEL FROM 
THE CONNECTOR TERMINATING AT THE SATURATION TIME OF~117 HRS. THE TOTAL 
WEIGHT LOSS FROM THE NICKEL ANODE CONNECTOR WOULD BE ~.0061 GMS. THE 
ABOVE CALCULATIONS SHOW THAT AN INSIGNIFICANT QUANTITY OF NIGKEL IS LOST 
FROM THE ANODE CONNECTOR AND THEREFORE MAKES A VERY SATISFACTORY CONNECTOR 
MATERIAL. FOR THE SECOND POINT OF INVESTIGATION, THE METHOD OF JOINING 
THE ANODE TO THE CONNECTOR IS VERY SATISFACTORY BASED ON THE LARGE NUMBER 
OF ANODE ASSEMBLIES BUILT IN THIS MANNER WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST DIFFICULTY. 
THE JOINING METHOD IS SHOWN IN A DIAGRAM IN THE QUALITY CONTROL SECTION, 
ApPENDIX 111. 
3.2.3 SEPARATOR STUDY 
UNDER NASA CONTRACT NAS 3-8517 IT WAS SHOWN THAT "VITRON-C WAS THE 
MOST STABLE AND EFFECTIVE SEPARATOR TO BE USED IN A LONG LIFE THERMAL CELL. 
IN THAT CONTRACT IT WAS ALSO DEMONSTRATED THAT A SEPARATOR WAS NECESSARY 
TO OBTAIN GOOD CELL PERFORMANCE. "VITRON-E" HAS BEEN USED AS A SEPARATOR 
IN ALL THE CELL TESTS CONDUCTED UNDER THE PRESENT CONTRACT. THE BULK 
DENSITY OF THE "VITRON-E" HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN DETERMINED TO BE 0.01 GMS/CC. 
THERE ARE SEVERAL PROPERTIES OF A SEPARATOR THAT SHOULD BE KNOWN 
SO THAT AN OPTIMUM SEPARATOR DESIGN CAN BE ACHIEVED. THE THICKNESS OF THE 
SEPARATOR TO BE USED IN A CELL TO GIVE OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE IS A BASIC 
PARAMETER. IN TERMS OF SEPARATOR RESISTANCE, IT IS DESIRABLE TO KEEP 
THE SEPARATOR AS THIN AS POSSIBLE TO KEEP THE RESISTANCE CONTRIBUTION 
SMALL. ON THE OTHER HAND THE SEPARATOR MUST BE THICK ENOUGH TO SIGNIFI-
CANTLY RETARD THE FLOW OF OXIDANTS TO THE ANODE SURFACE. ANOTHER POINT 
IN FAVOR OF MAINTAINING A THIN SEPARATOR IS THAT THE REACTION 'PRODUCT 
FROM THE ANODE (MGCL ) SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO EASILY DIFFUSE TO THE ELEC-
:a 
TROLYTE BULK TO PREVENT AN INCREASE IN THE ELECTROLYTE MELTING POINT. 
THE FOLLOWiNG SECTIONS PRESENT DATA TO FACILITATE THE SELECTION OF AN 
OPTIMUM SEPARATOR THICKNESS. 
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3.2.3. I SEPARATOR RESISTANCE VS THICKNESS 
FOUR THICKNESSES OF BULK "VITRON-E" WERE STUDIED TO DETERMINE THE 
RESISTANCE CONTRIBUTED TO AN OPERATING CELL DUE TO THE SEPARATOR. THE 
FOUR THICKNESSES EXAMINED WERE: (A) 0.50 CM) (B) 1.00 CM) (D) 1.50 CM 
AND (E) 2.00 CM. ALL TESTS IN THIS SECTION WERE PERFORMED IN DUPLICATE. 
THE MOST APPLICABLE METHOD TO EXAMINE THE EXTENT OF RESISTANCE CON-
TRIBUTION WAS TO USE A CELL STRUCTURE OF THE SAME DIMENSIONS AS USED IN 
AN ACTUAL CELL. THESE TESTS WERE PERFORMED IN A CELL STRUCTURE THE SAME 
AS SHOWN iN FIGURE I. THE MAGNESiUM ANODE WAS REPLACED BY A NICKEL (GRADE 
200) SLUG OF EXACTLY THE SAME DIMENSIONS AS THE MAGNESIUM ANODE. THE 
SEPARATOR WAS APPLIED AROUND THE NICKEL SLUG IN THE SAME MANNER AS DES-
CRIBED IN THE QUALITY CONTROL SECTION) ApPENDIX I II FOR THE MAGNESIUM 
ANODE. THE SAME QUANTITY OF ELECTROLYTE WAS USED IN ALL TESTS AND AMOUNTED 
TO 360.5 GRAMS. 
EACH TEST WAS HEATED TO SOOOF AND ALLOWED ONE-HALF HOUR TO REACH 
EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE. THE TESTS WERE CONDUCTED IN A 100% NITROGEN 
ATMOSPHERE AND RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE WITH A GENERAL RADIO) 
MODEL 1650A) CONDUCTIVITY BRIDGE. No CATHODE WAS USED IN THE CASE BUT 
RATHER THE RESISTANCE WAS MEASURED BETWEEN THE NICKEL SLUG AND THE CASE. 
Two UNITS WERE CONSTRUCTED USING NO SEPARATOR MATERIAL. THESE RE-
SISTANCE VALUES WERE INTENDED TO SERV[ AS A CALIBRATION AND BASE UPON 
WHICH THE RESISTANCE VALUES WITH SEPARATORS COULD BE COMPARED. 
IN ALL CASES THE RESISTANCE VALUES WERE RECORDED MANUALLY EACH HOUR 
THROUGH THE WORK DAY FOR A PERIOD OF 150 HOURS. 
FIGURE 45 SHOWS THE RESULTS OF THESE TESTS AS COMPARED TO THE STANDARD 
UNITS WITHOUT SEPARATORS. As CAN BE SEEN FROM THE FIGURE, NO DEFINITIVE 
RESULTS BECAME OBViOUS WITH THESE RESULTS. ALL, THE MEASUREMENTS FELL WITHIN 
A RANGE OF +0.02 TO -0.03 OHMS OF THE CELLS WITHOUT SEPARATORS. ONE FACT 
THAT IS OBVIOUS FROM THESE RESULTS IS THAT THE SEPARATOR CONTRIBUTES VERY 
LITTLE RESISTANCE TO THE OVERALL CELL ASSEMBLY. IF ONE AMPERE WERE DRAWN 
FROM THE CELL, ONLY 50 MV. OF THE OPERATING CELL VOLTAGE WOULD BE LOST DUE 
TO SEPARATOR RESISTANCE (ASSUMING THE WORST POSSIBLE CASE OF 0.05D SEPARATOR 
RESISTANCE). ACCORDING TO THE RESULTS OF THE TESTS, IT APPEARS THAT ANY 
THICKNESS OF "VITRON-E" SEPARATOR UP TO 2.0 CM THICK COULD BE USED WITHOUT 
EXCEEDING A REASONABLE RESISTANCE LIMIT. 
3.2.3.2 CELL TESTS WITH VARIOUS SEPARATOR THICKNESSES 
STRIVING TO ELUCIDATE THE OPTIMUM SEPARATOR THICKNESS TO BE USED IN 
A FINAL CELL SPECIFICATION, THREE COMPLETE CELLS WERE CONSTRUCTED FOR EACH 
THICKNESS OF SEPARATOR MENTIONED IN SECTION 3.2.3.1, I.E., 12 CELLS. THE 
CELLS WERE TESTED ACCORDING TO THE STANDARD TEST SPECIFICATIONS GIVEN IN 
SECTION 3.1.1. THE CELLS WERE CONSTRUCTED ACCORDING TO THE PROCEDURE GIVEN 
IN ApPENDIX III. 
THE VOLTAGE VS TIME TRACES FOR THE 12 TESTS ARE SHOWN IN FIGURES 46-49 
AND THE NUMERICAL DATA ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 16. 
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TABLE 16 
CELL TESTS RESULTS FOR VARIOUS SEPARATOR THICKNESSES 
TEST SEPARATOR CATHODE CAPACITYICATHODE UTIL 15.0. CELL LIFE! 
NUMBER THICKNESS (CM) (AMP-HRS) (~) (MA) (HRS) 1 
342 6; .20 I 79. 41 16.68 , 0.50 . 145.5 j 
343 0.50 61.27 75. 22 12.10 138.0 I 
344 0.50 61.13 82.23 15·31 150 .5 I I 
339 1.00 61.13 82·77 15.56 15 1.5 I I 
3'40 1.00 61.20 27. 29 23·10 50•0 I ! 
341 1.00 I 61.20 81.58 14.76 149·5 
i 
61.06 88.06 6·95 161.0 333 1.50 : I 
334 1;50 
) 
61.06 85. 60 13.35 156'.5 
335 1.50 61.06 89.98 7·96 164·5 i 
\ 
336 2.00 61.06 89·98 11·32 164·5 
337 2.00 61.13 78.41 19·23 143·5 
338 2.00 61.27 72.24 18.C)4 132.C) 
THE AVERAGES OF THE DATA FOR EACH SEPARATOR GROUP WERE COMPUTED AND 
ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 17. INCLUDED IN THIS TABLE IS ALSO THE AVERAGE ENERGY 
OUTPUT OF THE CELL GROUPS. THIS FIGURE INCLUDES THE EFFECT DUE TO THE 
CELL VOLTAGE. ONLY THE TWO BEST TESTS WERE AVERAGED FOR THE 1.0 CM SEPARATOR 
THICKNESS TESTS. 
TABLE 17 
AVERAGE CALCULATIONS FOR SEPARATOR THICKNESS STUDY 
SEPARATOR CATHODE 15.0. CELL LIFE OUTPUT ENERGY 
ITHICKNESS (CM) UTIL. (~) (MA) (HRS) (WATT-HRS) . 
,-
0.50 78·9 14·7 144·7 I 39.58 
1.00* 82.2 15· I 150•0 42.28 
1.50 87·9 9·4 160·7 49·82 
34 2.00 80.2 16.7 146.8 43.79 
*AVERAGE OF TWO BEST TESTS. 
IN EACH OF THE CATEGORIES IN TABLE 17, THE 1.5 CM SEPARATOR THICKNESS 
SHOWS SUPERIOR RESULTS. 
SINCE THE SEPARATOR RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS IN SECTION 3.2.3.1 DID 
NOT CLEARLY INDICATE A PARTICULAR SEPARATOR THICKNESS TO BE SUPERIOR, 
AND THE TESTS OF SECTION 3.2.3.2 CLEARLY SHOWS THE 1.5 CM SEPARATOR THICK-
NESS TO BE SUPERIOR IN THE ELECTROCHEMICAL TESTING, IT WAS DECIDED THAT 
1.5 CM SEPARATOR THICKNESS WILL BE USED IN THE FINAL CELL SPECIFICATIONS. 
3.2.3.3 PREVENTION OF SEPARATOR CRACKING 
EACH CELL TEST THAT IS CONDUCTED IS POST-MORTEMED TO RECOVER THE 
ANODE REMAINS AND TO GENERALLY INSPECT THE CONDITIONS OF THE "SPENT" CELL. 
ONE DISTURBING FACTOR THAT WAS PRESENT IN MOST CASES WAS THAT THt SEPARATOR 
WAS CRACKED. THE DEGREE OF CRACKING VARIED FROM FINE HAIRLINE CRACKS TO 
CATASTROPHIC FAILURE. VARIOUS METHODS HAVE BEEN EXAMINED OVER THE PAST 
YEAR TO ELIMINATE THIS PHENOMENON BUT ONE DIFFICULTY OR ANOTHER HAS PRE-
CLUDED USE OF THE TECHNIQUE. 
THE MAJOR REASON FOR THE CRACKING IS THAT ONCE THE SEPARATOR HAS BEEN 
SATURATED WITH MOLTEN ELECTROLYTE, ~20% CONTRACTION OCCURS UPON COOLING 
TO ROOM TEMPERATURE. ONE TECHNIQUE ATTEMPTED WAS TO DO NO PRE-SATURATION 
OF THE SEPARATOR BUT THIS INVARIABLY RESULTED IN THE ANODE BEING ISOLATED 
FROM THE ELECTROLYTE BY A GAS BUBBLE, SERIOUSLY SHORTENING THE,CELL LIFE. 
PRE-SATURATION OF THE SEPARATOR APPEARS NECESSARY BUT IN MOST CASES THE 
CRACKING CAUSES HIGH SELF-DISCHARGE CURRENTS AND DECREASED CATHODE UTILI-
ZATIONS (DECREASED CELL LIFE). 
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ANOTHER TECHNIQUE ATTEMPTED WAS TO PRE-SATURATE THE SEPARATOR AND 
COOL IT VERY SLOWLY WITH A SUBSEQUENT ANNEALING STAGE FOR ~16 HOURS. 
THIS HELPED CONSIDERABLY BUT STILL ~40% OF THE POST-MORTEMS INDICATED 
SEPARATOR CRACKING. 
THE MOST SUCCESSFUL METHOD TO BE FOUND HAS BEEN TO USE A "DUMMY" 
CAN (NICKEL 200) IN WHICH THE PROPER AMOUNT OF SALT HAS BEEN MELTED, THE 
ANODE/SEPARATOR ASSEMBLY IS PROPERLY LOCATED IN THE MOLTEN SALT, A VACUUM 
IS DRAWN TO REMOVE THE AIR BUBBLES FROM THE SEPARATOR AND FINALLY THE 
WHOLE UNIT IS ALLOWED TO COOL TO ROOM TEMPERATURE. THE SALT BLOCK FORMED 
AROUND THE SEPARATOR AND APPARENTLY DISTRIBUTES ANY STRAIN THROUGHOUT 
THE TOTAL BLOCK. THE RESULT IS A CRACK-FREE SALT BLOCK CONTAINING 360.5 GMS 
OF ELECTROLYTE WITH THE ANODE/SEPARATOR ASSEMBLY EMBEDDED IN IT. 
THE TWELVE CELL TESTS CONDUCTED IN THE SEPARATOR STUDY WERE CONSTRUCTED 
IN THIS MANNER. POST-MORTEM OF THE CELLS INDICATED THAT NONE OF THE SEPA-
RATORS HAD CRACKED. IT APPEARS THAT FUTURE USE OF THIS TECHNIQUE WILL 
GIVE MORE RELIABLE CELLS WITH LONGER LIVES AND LOW AVERAGE SELF-DISCHARGE 
CURRENTS. 
3.2.4 ELECTROLYTE 
THE COMPOSITION OF THE ELECTROLYTE USED THROUGHOUT THIS STUDY WAS 
59 MOLE % LICL AND 41 MOLE % KCL. THE ELECTROLYTE WAS OBTAINED FROM THE 
ANDERSON'S PHYSICS LABORATORY, CHAMPAIGN, ILL. AND WAS OF A COMPARABLE 
QUALITY AS REPORTED IN THE FINAL REPORT OF CONTRACT NAS 3-8517 (CR-72361). 
THE ELECTROLYTE WAS PREPARED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE METHOD OF H. A. LAITINEN 
DESCRIBED IN THE JOURNAL OF THE ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY, 104, 8, PP 516-519. THE 
EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS PREPARATION WAS FOLLOWED BY OBSERVATION OF THE CHAR-
ACTERISTIC POLAROGRAPHIC RESIDUAL CURRENT USING A PLATINUM MICROELECTRODE. 
THE LICL-KCL MELT USED HAD NO POLAROGRAPHIC WAVE LESS THAN -2.6 VOLTS VS. 
A O. 1M PT(II)PT REFERENCE ELECTRODE AND HAD A RESIDUAL CURRENT LESS THAN 
SIX MICROAMPERES AT -2.5 VOLTS. EACH BATCH OF ELECTROLYTE WAS EXAMINED 
BY THE ANDERSON PHYSICS LABORATORIES AND CERTIFIED TO MEET THESE QUALITY 
CONTROL SPECIFICATIONS. 
3.2.5 CELL CASE 
3.2.5.1 CELL CASE MATERIAL SELECTION 
ALL ENCLOSED FULL CELL TESTS CONDUCTED UNDER NASA CONTRACT NAS 3-B517 
WERE PERFORMED IN COPPER No. 122 CASES. THIS MATERIAL CONTAINED 0.02% 
PHOSPHOROUS WITH AN UNDETERMINED QUANTITY OF OXYGEN. COPPER WAS INITIALLY 
SELECTED AS AN ACCEPTABLE MATERIAL SINCE THE REACTION PRODUCT OF THE CATHODIC 
REACTION WAS ALSO COPPER, I.E., CuO + 2E ~ Cu 1 + 0=. IT WAS REASONED 
THAT THIS MATERIAL COULD HAVE NO GREATER DETRIMENTAL EFFECT ON THE CELL 
PERFORMANCE THAN WOULD THE NATURAL REACTION PRODUCT. COPPER WAS ALSO 
KNOWN TO HAVE A LOW REACTIVITY WITH THE LICL-KCL MOLTEN ELECTROLYTE AT 
BooOc. THE GREATEST DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCED WITH THIS CASE MATERIAL, 
HOWEVER, MANIFEST THEMSELVES IN WELDING TO CREATE A HER~ETICALLY SEALED 
CELL. A RELATIVELY COLD WELD WAS REQUIRED SO THAT THE ELECTROLYTE REMAINED 
SOLID DURING THE SEALING PROCEDURE. ELECTRON-BEAM WELDING PROVIDED THE 
APPROPRIATE METHOD BUT MUCH DIFFICULTY WAS EXPERIENCED IN FORMING HERMETIC 
SEALS. THE SMALLEST TRACES OF OXYGEN OR PHOSPHOROUS IN THE COPPER WERE 
VAPORIZED DURING WELDING WITH RESULTING POROUS WELD JOINTS. IT BECAME 
OBVIOUS THAT EXTREMELY PURE COPPER WAS REQUIRED AND THAT VERY VIGOROUS 
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CONTROL HAD TO BE OBSERVED DURING THE WELDING PROCESS. 
ELECTRON-BEAM WELDING EXPERTS AT NASA-LEWIS, FUSION LABORATORIES AND 
ATLAS CHEMICALS WERE CONSULTED AS TO WHAT MATERIALS WERE CONVENIENTLY WELDED 
BY THE ELECTRON-BEAM TECHNIQUE. OF THE MATERIALS RECOMMENDED, A SECOND 
CRITERION WAS REQUIRED AND THAT WAS THAT THE MATERIAL MUST BE ESSENTIALLY 
INERT IN MOLTEN LICL-KCL AT 8000F FOR PERIODS UP TO 200 HOURS. THE ONE 
MATERIAL THAT SUGGESTED ITSELF ABOVE ALL OTHERS WAS COMMERCIAL GRADE A 
NICKEL. NICKEL HAS A GREATER TENSILE STRENGTH AND IS LESS MALLEABLE THAN 
COPPER WHICH IS ADVANTAGEOUS IN CELL CASE CONSTRUCTION. NICKEL IS MORE 
NOBLE THAN COPPER AND RESISTS OXIDATION MUCH MORE READILY AT HIGH TEMP-
ERATURES IN AN OXIDANT ATMOSPHERE. UPON INITIAL TESTS IT WAS FOUND THAT 
GRADE A NICKEL WELDED RELIABLY AND HERMETICALLY BY THE ELECTRON-BEAM WELDING 
TECHNIQUE. 
GRADE A NICKEL WAS RECOMMENDED AS THE MATERIAL TO BE USED FOR THE 
CELL CASE FOR THE REASONS MENTIONED ABOVE. CONSTRUCTION OF OVER 200 CELLS 
USING GRADE A NICKEL FOR THE CELL CASE HAS PROVEN THE CHOICE TO BE A GOOD 
ONE. No EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEMS EXIST THAT CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE USE 
OF THIS MATERIAL FOR THE CELL CASE. 
3.2.5.2 CELL CASE FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY METHOD 
THE BASIC CYLINDRICAL CELL CASE USED IN ALL PREVIOUS CELL TESTS ON 
THE PREVIOUS NASA CONTRACT NAS 3-8517 WAS ACCEPTED AS THE CONFIGURATION 
TO BE USED IN THIS WORK. A REVIEW WAS MADE CONCERNING ALL COMPONENTS 
AND WELDS THAT WERE TO BE MADE ON THE EXTERNAL SURFACE OF THE CELL CASE. 
PARTICULAR ATTENTION WAS GIVEN TO EASE AND RELIABILITY OF ,THE FABRICATION 
TECHNIQUE. THE AREAS THAT WERE CONSIDERED WERE: 
(A) CELL CASE THICKNESS 
(B) TERMINAL SEAL 
(C) CONNECTION OF ANODE CONNECTOR TO THE TERMINAL SEAL 
(D) CATHODE TERMINAL PIN 
(E) CASE BOTTOM. 
FOR THE LABORATORY TYPE CELLS EASE OF FABRICATION WAS FACILITATED 
BY USING 0.050 INCH THICK NICKEL CASES. THIS THICKNESS WAS SELECTED PRI-
MARILY SO THAT COUNTERBORES COULD EASILY BE MACHINED TO ACCEPT A PRESS 
FIT OF THE TERMINAL SEAL FLANGE AND THE CASE BOTTOM. THIS TYPE OF COM-
PONENT FITTING WAS RECOMMENDED BY THE ELECTRON-BEAM WELDING COMPANY SO 
THAT THE BEST POSSIBLE CONDITIONS EXISTED FOR THIS TYPE OF WELDING. By 
USING A 0.050" CELL CASE THICKNESS UP TO 0.030" COUNTERBORE DEPTHS COULD 
EASILY BE MACHINED. 
CERAMIC T.ERMINAL SEALS WITH NICKEL COLLARS APPEARED MOST SUITABLE 
FOR THIS PARTICULAR CELL DESIGN. As SHOWN IN THE DRAWINGS OF ApPENDIX I II 
THE TERMINAL SEAL COLLAR WAS MATCHED IN DIMENSIONS TO A HOLE AND COUNTER-
BORE SET IN THE CENTER OF THE CELL CASE TOP. COLLAR-COUNTERBORE MATCHING 
PROVIDED A PRESS FIT OF THE TWO COMPONENTS TO FACILITATE AND PROVIDE A 
RELIABLE ELECTRON-BEAM WELD. NICKEL COLLARS WERE RECOMMENDED ON THE SEALS 
SO THAT THE WELDS COULD BE MADE BETWEEN LIKE METALS AND BECAUSE THE NICKEL 
IS UNAFFECTED BY CHEMICAL ATTACK BY THE CELL ELECTROLYTE. 
SINCE NICKEL PROVIDES A MATERIAL THAT IS CHEMICALLY INERT IN THE 
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LICL-KCL SALT SYSTEM, PRACTICALLY ALL OF THE METAL CELL COMPONENTS (EXCEPT 
THE ANODE AND CATHODE) UTILIZED THIS MATERIAL. THE ANODE CONNECTOR, AGAIN 
BEING CONSTRUCTED OF NICKEL, WAS MACHINED TO SNUGLY FIT THROUGH THE CENTRAL 
NICKEL PIN OF THE TERMINAL SEAL. IN ALL CASES THE CONNECTOR WAS CLOSELY 
MATCHED TO THE HOLE IN THE TERMINAL SEAL TO PROVIDE EASIER AND MORE RE-
LIABLE ELECTRON-BEAM WELDS. 
THE CATHODE CONNECTION WAS MERELY A NICKEL TERMINAL PIN EL~CTRON-
BEAM WELDED TO THE CASE. SINCE THE CATHODE WAS PLACED AGAINST THE INTERNAL 
SURFACE OF THE CASE, THIS METHOD OF TERMINAL CONNECTION WAS CONVENIENT 
AND EASILY FABRICATED. 
THE CASE BOTTOM WAS ALSO CONSTRUCTED OF 0.05011 NICKEL SHEET. A COUNTER-
BORE WAS PLACED IN THE BOTTOM RIM OF THE CYLINDRICAL CELL CASE TO ACCEPT THE 
CELL BOTTOM. WHEN ASSEMBLED, THE CASE BOTTOM FIT FLUSH WITH THE BOTTOM 
EDGE OF THE CELL WALLS AND TYPICALLY SHOWED LESS THAN 0.001" GAP BETWEEN 
THE CELL BOTTO~ EDGE AND THE WALLS OF THE CELL CASE. THIS ARRANGEMENT WAS 
ACCEPTED BY TH~ ELECTRON-BEAM WELDING COMPANY As A VERY SATISFACTORY ASSEMBLY 
AND WELDING TECHNIQUE. 
IN SUMMARY, ELECTRON-BEAM WELDING IS UTILIZED ON THE_OUTSIDE SURFACE 
OF THE CELL CASE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS: (A) TERMINAL SEAL FLANGE 
TO THE CELL CASE TOP (B) ANODE CONNECTOR PIN TO THE CENTRAL PIN OF THE 
CERAMIC SEAL (C) CATHODE OUTPUT TERMINAL PIN TO THE CELL CASE TOP (D), CELL 
CASE BOTTOM TO THE BOTTOM OF THE CELL CASE. AT THIS POINT THE CELL CASE 
HAS BEEN HERMETICALLY SEALED. 
SEVERAL METHODS FOR MAKING THE CELL CASE WERE REVIEWED. THREE METHODS 
WERE STUDIED ON THE BASIS OF (A) ABILITY TO HOLD AN ACCEPTABLE TOLERANCE 
(B) CASE FABRICATION AND DELIVERY TIME AND (C) COST. THE THREE METHODS 
OF CELL CASE FABRICATION STUDIED WERE (A) HYDROFORMING, (B) DIE CAST FORMING 
AND (C) METAL SPINNING. 
VERY FEW HYDROFORMING MANUFACTURERS EXIST IN THE UNITED STATES. IN 
GENERAL THE PRICE WAS HIGH AND THE COMPANIES WERE RELUCTANT TO MAKE OUR 
CELL CASES IN THE SMALL QUANTITIES WE NEEDED. 
THE DIE-CAST TECHNIQUE COULD NOT FORM CASES AS TALL AS OUR CELL CASE 
CONSTRUCTION DEMANDED. 
METAL SPINNING PROVIDED A GOOD TECHNIQUE ABLE TO MEET OUR SPECIFI-
CATIONS. METAL-SPINNING TECHNIQUES COULD FORM THE CASES TO THE PROPER 
DIMENSIONS AND WITHIN ACCEPTABLE TOLERANCES. FABRICATION AND DELIVERY TIME 
WAS ACCEPTABLE SINCE THE MANUFACTURER WAS LOCAL. COST WAS APPRECIABLY 
LOWER BY THIS TECHNIQUE THAN BY THE OTHER TWO FABRICATION METHODS CONSIDERED. 
METAL-SPINNING WAS ACCEPTED AS THE METHOD FOR FABRICATING THE CELL 
CASES. 
ACCORDING TO THE ABOVE DISCUSSION FIVE (5) CELL CASE ASSEMBLIES WERE 
CONSWRUCTED CONSISTING OF: (A) CELL CASE (B) CERAMIC TERMINAL SEAL (C) ANODE 
CONNECTOR PIN (D) CATHODE TERMINAL PIN (E) CASE BOTTOM. INTO THE CASE 
BOTTOM WAS WELDED A 1/4" O.D. COPPER TUBE TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO THE INSIDE 
OF THE CASE TO APPLY PRESSURE OR VACUUM. THE CASES WERE NOW SUBMITTED 
TO TESTS AT 8000F AND AT SEVERAL PRESSURE CONDITIONS TO DETERMINE WHETHER 
THE CASES WER~ HERMETICALLY TIGHT UNDER THE VARIOUS TEMPERATURE/PRESSURE 
ENVIRONMENTS. FIGURE 50 SHOWS A CELL CASE CONSTRUCTED FOR THESE TESTS 
AND FIGURE 51 SHOWS THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP USED FOR THE TESTING. A CEC 
MODEL 24-120 HELIUM LEAK DETECTOR WAS USED THROUGHOUT THESE STUDIES. 
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THE CELL CASE WAS PLACED IN THE PRESSURE CHAMBER (LOCATED IN A TEM-
PERATURE REGULATED FURNACE) AND CONNECTIONS MADE TO A HELIUM PRESSURE 
LINE, A VACUUM LINE AND THE HELIUM LEAK DETECTOR. THE CELL CASE AND 
PRESSURE CHAMBER WERE THOROUGHLY FLUSHED WITH HELIUM AND THE TEMPERATURE 
BROUGHT TO 800 ~5oF. THE INSIDE OF THE CELL WAS FLUSHED WITH NITROGEN 
AND EVACUATED TEN TIMES TO REMOVE ALL TRACES OF HELIUM FROM THE INSIDE 
OF THE CELL CASE, AND FINALLY THE CELL CASE WAS EVACUATED. THIS PROVIDED 
A 15 PSI PRESSURE ON THE EXTERNAL SURFACE OF THE CELL CASE. THIS CONDI-
TION WAS ALLOWED TO STAND 30 MINUTES WHILE MONITORING THE LEAK RATE GAGE 
OF THE HELIUM LEAK DETECTOR. 
THE SAME PROCEDURE WAS FOLLOWED TO DETERMINE WHETHER ANY LEAKAGE 
OCCURRED FROM THE CELL INTERIOR TO THE OUTSIDE OF THE CELL CASE. IN THIS 
SITUATION THE PRESSURE CHAMBER WAS FLUSHED WITH NITROGEN AND FINALLY EVAC-
UATED WHILE THE CELL CASE INTERIOR WAS FILLED WITH HELIUM AT 15 PSi PRESSURE. 
THE HELIUM LEAK DETECTOR IN THIS CASE MONITORED THE PRESSURE CHAMBER VOLUME 
TO DETECT ANY HELIUM LEAKAGE FROM THE CELL CASE INTERIOR. 
THE DATA OBTAINED FROM THESE TESTS AT 8000 F ARE GIVEN BELOW IN TABLE 18. 
TABLE 18 
RESULTS OF CELL CASE LEAK-RATE TESTS 
*LEAK RATE AT 15 PSI *LEAK RA~E AT 15 PSI 
CASE No. INTERNAL (CC/SEC) EXTERNAL (CC/SEC) 
I 3.3 X 10- 10 3.3 X 10- 10 
2 3· I 3·3 
3 3·3 
. 
3· I 
4 3· I 3· I 
5 3., 3.2 
*THESE LEAK RATE FIGURES REPRESENT THE MAXIMUM CALI-
o BRATED LEAK SENSITIVITY OF THE INSTRUMENT AT SOOOF 
AND AT THE TIME OF MEASUREMENT. CONSEQUENTLY, ANY 
LEAKAGE OCCURRING WAS LESS THAN' THE RATES GIVEN IN 
THE TABLE •. 
FROM TABLE 18 IT CAN BE SEEN THAT NO DETECTABLE LEAKAGE OCCURRED 
IN ANY OF THE FiVE TESTS AT 800°F AND UNDER ±I ATM. PRESSURE. BASED ON 
THESE RESULTS THIS FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY METHOD WAS ACCEPTED FOR USE 
ON ANY SUBSEQUENT CELL CASE FABRICATION. 
3.2.6 TERMINAL SEALS 
WITH THE CURRENT DESIGN OF THE NASA LONG LIFE THERMAL CELL, A TERMINAL 
SEAL IS REQUIRED TO PROVIDE AN ELECTRICAL CONNECTION TO THE ANODE WHILE 
PROViDING ELECTRICAL INSULATION FROM THE CELL CASE, WHICH ACTS AS THE 
CATHODE ELECTRICAL CONNECTION. BASIC PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS WHICH 
THE TERMINAL SEAL MUST MEET WERE THE FOLLOWING: 
(A) PROVIDE LOW ELECTRICAL LOSSES FOR CURRENT FLOW UP TO 2.0 
AMPERES, CONTINUOUS. 
(B) WITHSTAND "FLASH" CURRENTS OF 20 AMPERE FOR A FEW SECONDS. 
(C) PROVIDE A HERMETIC SEAL FOR THE ELECTRODE LEAD THROUGH THE 
CELL CASE. 
VYCOR GLASS SEALS WERE BRIEFLY EXAMINED BUT IT WAS FOUND THAT A FINE 
NETWORK OF CRACKS DEVELOPED IN THE VYCOR DURING THE WELDING OF THE SEAL 
TO THE CASE. SINCE A HERMETIC SEAL COULD NOT BE MADE UNDER THESE CONDI-
TIONS, FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF THIS SEAL TYPE WAS DROPPED. 
BASED UPON A KNOWLEDGE OF THE CHEMICAL COMPONENTS USED IN THIS CELL 
AND UPON CATALYST RESEARCH CORPORATION'S EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN THERMAL 
BATTERY MANUFACTURE, IT WAS FELT THAT A CERAMIC SEAL WOULD BE REQUIRED. 
THREE DIFFERENT CERAMIC SEALS WERE SELECTED FOR EVALUATION AND ARE SHOWN 
IN FIGURE 52. A DESCRIPTION OF THE SELECTED SEALS FOLLOWS: 
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TYPE 
TYPE I I 
TYPE I II 
ALITE 1-2-IC, 42% NI-58% fE, SILVER BRAZE, AL203 CERAMIC 
ALITE 850-1, GRADE A NICKEL, OfHC COPPER BRAZE, 
AL2 0 3 CERAMIC 
ALITE D-312, GRADE A NICKEL, OFHC COPPER BRAZE, 
AL20 3 
CERAMIC 
EACH OF THE SEALS WERE SUPPLIED WITH AN ANODE CONNECTOR PIN WHICH FIT 
SNUGLY INTO THE CENTER SEAL PIN. THE SEAL PIN AND ANODE CONNECTOR WERE 
WELDED TOGETHER. fOR THE THREE TYPES OF SEALS TESTED, IT WAS FOUND THAT 
<5 MV. WAS LOST DUE TO IR WHILE PASSING"A CONTINUOUS 2.0 AMPERE CURRENT. 
ALL SEALS WITHSTOOD A 20 AMPERE PULSE FOR FIVE SECONDS WITHOUT ANY NOTICE-
ABLE HEATING. THESE THREE SEALS WERE ACCEPTED ON A PRELIMINARY BASIS 
AND SUBJECTED TO MORE VIGOROUS TESTING. 
3.2.6. I TERMINAL SEAL [VALUATION 
3.2.6.1. I TERMINAL TO CASE RESISTANCE 
TESTS WERE CONDUCTED TO DETERMINE THE RESISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTER 
PIN OF THE SEAL AND THE CELL CASE. THIS RESISTANCE MUST BE HIGH TO PRE-
VENT ANY LEAKAGE CURRENT TO FLOW RESULTING IN DECREASED USEFUL CAPACITY 
AND WASTED ENERGY. 
A SAMPLE OF EACH CANDIDATE TERMINAL SEAL WAS ELECTRON-BEAM WELDED 
TO THE CASE IN A MANNER SIMILAR TO ACTUAL CELL CONSTRUCTION. THE ELEC-
TRICAL RESISTANCE BETWEEN THE TERMINAL AND CASE WAS MEASURED AT ROOM TEM-
PERATURE. THE RESISTANCE WAS AGAIN MEASURED AT 80~f IN ON~ HOUR. THE 
MEASUREMENTS WERE PERFORMED WITH A KEITHLY ELECTROMETER ABLE TO MEASURE 
UP TO 10 16 OHMS. ALL TESTS WERE CONDUCTED IN TRIPLICATE AND THE DATA 
ARE SHOWN IN TABLE 19 BELOW. 
TABLE 19 
TERMINAL-TO-CASE RESISTANCE Of TERMINAL SEALS 
ROOM TEMPERATURE AT t)00"" r 
SEAL TYPE n n 
I 3.6 X 1015 4.1 X 10 14 
3·9 4.3 
4.2 4·7 
II 2.6 2·9 
1.6 2. I 
2.4 2.0 
III 2.8, 3·3 
2.2 1·9 
3· I 2.3 
IN ALL CASES THE TERMINAL-TO-CASE RESISTANCE SHOWS A fAVORABLY HIGH 
I ' 
VALUE, REPRESENTING A LEAKA~E CURRENT NO LARGER THAN 5 X 10- 5 AMPERES 
PER VOLT. 
IT IS NOTED THAT AN ORDER Of MAGNITUDE DECREASE IN RESISTANCE OCCURS 
WHEN HEATING TO 800o r. SINCE THIS PHENOMENON IS OBSERVED IN ALL THE SEALS, 
THE CAUSE Of THE RESISTANCE LOSS MUST BE DUE TO A COMMON fACTOR. THE 
CERAMIC IN ALL CASES IS GLAZED AND IT IS WELL KNOWN THAT THE CONDUCTIVITY 
Of GLASSES INCREASE AS TEMPERATURE INCREASES. THE OVERALL RESISTANCE 
LOSS CAN REASONABLY BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE INCREASED CONDUCTIVITY Of THE 
3.2.6.1.2 THERMAL SHOCK 
TESTS WERE REQUIRED TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE SEALS COULD WITHSTAND 
A THERMAL SHOCK WITHOUT CAUSING A RESULTANT LEAK OR A SUBSTANTIAL REDUC-
TION IN THE TERMINAL-TO-CASE RESISTANCE. 
A CASE SIMILAR TO THE ONE USED IN THE ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE TESTS 
(3.2.6.1.1) WAS INSERTED INTO A PRE-HEATED FURNACE AT 800°F FOR 10 MINUTES 
AND THEN COOLED TO ROOM TEMPERATURE IN AMBIENT AIR. LEAK RATE AND ELEC-
TRICAL RESISTANCE (TERMINAL-TO-CASE) OF EACH SAMPLE WAS MEASURED AT 800°F 
AND AT ROOM TEMPERATURE BEFORE AND AFTER THE HEATING CYCLE. THE TESTS 
WERE RUN IN TRIPLICATE. 
THE RESULTS OF THESE TESTS ARE GIVEN IN TABLE 20 FOR THE THREE CANDI-
DATE SEALS. 
,t> TABLE 20 
THERMAL SHOCK RESULTS ON TERMINAL SEALS 
SEAL TYPE 
L.R. {INITIAL, 
cc/sEc~ TfF L.:,. {HEATED) CC SEC ~ 8000 F 
L.R. {FINAL) 
cci SEC 77° F 
.,. 
10- 10 10- 10 10- 10 I 2.6 X 8.6 X 2.7 X 
2.6 9·2 . 1·5 
2.6 8·7 3.4 
II 2.6 7.8 3.6 
2.6 8. I 4.4 
2.6 9·2 3.6 
III 3·3 8.3 4.2 
3· I 9·3 3· I 
3.2 8.8 3·t) 
, : 
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THE ABOVE MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE BY GLASS BLOWING ENTERPRISE, INC. 
AT THE TIME OF EACH TEST THE LEAK TEST EQUIPMENT WAS CALIBRATED WITH A 
STANDARD LEAK. ALL THE NUMBERS REPORTED IN TABLE 20 REPRESENT THE LIMIT 
OF SENSITIVITY OF THE INSTRUMENT AT THE CONDITIONS OF MEASUREMENT. IN 
OTHER WORDS, NONE OF THE SEALS GAVE ANY INDICATION OF LEAKING WITHIN THE 
CAPABILITY OF THE INSTRUMENT SENSITIVITY. 
RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS BETWEEN THE TERMINAL SEAL AND THE CASE FELL 
IN THE RANGE OF 1.5 X 10 15 TO 4.0 x 10 15 n AT ROOM TEMPERATURE BEFORE 
AND AFTER HEATING. THE RESISTANCE VALUES AT BOOoF FELL IN THE RANGE OF 
1.9 X 10 14 TO 4.4 x 10 14 n. COMPARING THESE VALUES TO TABLE 19 INDICATES 
THAT NO DETRIMENTAL EFFECT OCCURRED TO THE RESISTANCE VALUES CAUSED BY 
THE THERMAL SHOCK. 
EVALUATION OF THE DATA TO THIS POINT INDICATES THAT ALL THE TERMINAL 
SEAL CANDIDATES ARE SATISFACTORY. CONSEQUENTLY FURTHER TESTING WILL IN-
CLUDE THE THREE TYPES OF SEAL. 
3.2.6.2 COMPATIBILITY TESTS 
TESTS WERE EXTENDED TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE INTERNAL CHEMICAL COM-
PONENTS OF THE CELL WOULD AFFECT THE QUALITY OF THE SEAL AT BOOoF OVER 
A PERIOD OF 200 HOURS. 
CELL CASES WERE CONSTRUCTED SIMILAR TO THOSE USED IN 3.2.6.1. I AND 
SHOWN IN FIGURE 50. AGAIN IN THESE TESTS EACH CANDIDATE SEAL WAS EXAMINED 
IN TRIPLICATE. THE CELL CASE WAS LOADED WITH 200 GRAMS OF LICL-KCL EUTECTI'C 
ELECTROLYTE AND 50 GMS. OF CUPRIC OXIDE POWDER. THE CUPRIC OXIDE WAS 
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INCLUDED TO SIMULATE A QUANTITY OF DISSOLVED CATHODE MATERIAL THAT MIGHT 
BE EXPECTED IN AN ACTUAL OPERATING CELL, I.E., THE ELECTROLYTE WOULD BE 
SATURATED WITH DISSOLVED CUPRIC OXIDE. IF ANY REDUCTION WOULD SPONTANE-
OUSLY OCCUR TO CAUSE METALLIC BRIDGING BETWEEN THE TERMINAL AND CASE, ONE 
WOULD EXPECT THIS TO BE DUE TO THE REDUCTION OF THE COPPER IONS. AFTER 
LOADING THE INTERNAL COMPONENTS THE CELL BOTTOM WAS ELECTRON-BEAM WELDED 
TO THE CASE AND THE WHOLE UNIT WAS HEATED TO 800°F IN ONE HOUR. THE CELL 
WAS THEN INVERTED SO THE ELECTROLYTE CONTACTED THE TERMINAL SEAL. THE 
CELL WAS MAINTAINED IN THIS ATTITUDE FOR 200 HOURS. DURING THE 200 HOUR 
STAND, THE EXTERNAL PRESSURE ON THE SEAL WAS CYCLED BETWEEN 0 PSIA AND 
30 PSIA EVERY TEN HOURS. AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE TEST THE CELL WAS IN-
VERTED TO AN UPRIGHT POSITION, COOLED TO ROOM TEMPERATURE IN ONE HOUR 
AND THE TERMINAL SEALS EXAMINED FOR: 
(A) HELIUM LEAK RATE 
(B) TERMINAL-TO-CASE ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE 
(C) PHYSICAL DETERIORATION DUE TO CHEMICAL ATTACK. 
IN ALL NINE TESTS, NO HELIUM LEAK RATE WAS OBSERVED AFTER THE TESTS 
THAT WAS WITHIN THE LIMIT OF SENSITIVITY OF THE HELIUM LEAK DETECTOR AT 
-10 ROOM TEMPERATURE, I.E., NO LEAKAGE OCCURRED IN EXCESS OF 3.5 X 10 CC 
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS BETWEEN THE TERMINAL SEAL AND 
THE CASE WERE IN THE OBVIOUSLY NO BRIDGING OCCURRED 
BETWEEN THE TERMINAL SEAL AND CASE DUE TO THE REDUCTION OF COPPER IONS. 
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ALL THE SEAL FLANGES INDICATED A SLIGHT TARNISHING EFFECT BUT NO 
CHEMICAL ATTACK WAS EVIDENT TO THE EXTENT THAT IT WOULD CAUSE ANY PER-
FORMANCE LOSS IN THE CELL. 
IN SOME RESPECTS THE RESULTS OBTAINED FOR THE TYPE I, ALITE 1-2-IC 
TERMINAL SEAL WAS SURPRISING. THE METAL PARTS OF THIS SEAL WAS AN ALLOY 
OF 42% NI AND 58% FE. IN PREVIOUS ELECTROCHEMICAL DISCHARGE TESTS, A 
SEAL OF THIS METALLIC COMPOSITION INVARIABLY WAS CORRODED AND CAUSED THE 
CELL TO LEAK COPIOUSLY. IN THE CELL TESTS THAT WERE ELECTROCHEMICALLY 
DISCHARGED, THE POTENTIAL FIELD ON THE SEAL COULD HAVE C~USED THE ELEC-
TROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF THE IRON FROM THE ALLOY WHILE IN THE STATIC TESTS 
CONDUCTED IN THIS SECTION MIGHT HAVE AN INSIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON THE ALLOY 
MATERIAL. SINCE THIS EFFECT HAS BEEN OBSERVED PREVIOUSLY ON TYPE I TERMINAL 
SEALS, THEY WERE ELIMINATED FROM ANY FURTHER CONSIDERATION FOR USE ON 
THE FINAL CELL. 
3.2.6.3 SELECTION OF A TERMINAL SEAL 
BASED UPON THE PREVIOUS TESTING, TERMINAL SEAL TYPES I I AND I I I AP-
PEAR EQUALLY ACCEPTABLE FOR RELIABLE USE. THEREFORE, THE CHOICE OF SEALS 
MUST DEPEND ON CONVENIENCE OF USE OR THAT ONE SEAL CAN CONTRIBUTE TO A 
STRUCTURELY MORE RELIABLE FINAL CELL. 
USING THESE ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS, IT BECOMES EVIDENT THAT TYPE II, 
ALITE B50-1 IS THE PREFERRED DESIGN. THE TYPE I I SEAL HAS A CONSIDERABLY 
LARGER HOLE IN THE CERAMIC INTO WHICH AN ENLARGED SECTION OF THE ANODE 
CONNECTOR CAN REST. SINCE THE ANODE CONNECTOR CAN HAVE THIS LARGER SHANK 
WITH THIS SEAL, LESS CHANCE OF BENDING WILL OCCUR DURING CONDITIONS OF 
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SHOCK, ACCELERATION AND VIBRATION. IT IS ALSO MUCH EASIER TO MACHINE THE 
ANODE CONNECTOR IF IT HAS THE ENLARGED SHANK. EASE IN FABRICATION AND 
ASSEMBLY OF THE ANODE CONNECTOR-TERMINAL SEAL JOINT AND GREATER STRUCTURAL 
INTEGRITY SUPPORTS THE USE OF THE TYPE I I SEAL IN PREFERENCE TO THE TYPE 
I I I SEAL. 
3.2.] CELL ASSEMBLY TESTS 
As A FINAL TEST OF THE COMPONENTS ASSEMBLED INTO A tOMPLETED CELL, 
TESTS WERE CONDUCTED TO ASCERTAIN THAT NO UNFORESEEN INTERACTIONS WOULD 
OCCUR THAT WOULD BE,DETRIMENTAL TO THE HERMETIC SEAL OR THE INTENDED PLACE-
MENT OF THE COMPONENTS. 
FIVE COMPLETE CELLS WERE CONSTRUCTED ACCORDING TO THE CONSTRUCTION 
DETAILS GIVEN IN ApPENDIX I II. THESE CELLS WERE A CULMINATION TO AND 
INCLUSIVE OF ALL THE TESTING DONE UP TO THIS POINT. THE COMPLETED CELLS 
WERE INSERTED INTO A HELIUM PRESSURE CHAMBER AT 30 PSIA FOR 24 HOURS AFTER 
WHICH THE CHAMBER WAS CLEANSED OF HE WITH A N2 FLUSH AND EVACUATED. A 
HELIUM LEAK DETECTOR WAS ATTACHED TO THE CHAMBER TO DETERMINE WHETHER 
ANY HELIUM WAS DIFFUSING FROM THE CELLS. THIS PROCEDURE WAS CONDUCTED 
AT ROOM TEMPERATURE AND THE RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN TABLE 21. As SHOWN NO 
CELLS INDICATED ANY LEAKAGE WITHIN THE SENSITIVITY OF THE HELIUM LEAK 
DETECTOR. THE FIVE CELLS WERE THEN PLACED IN AN OVEN AND HEATED TO 800°F 
IN ONE HOUR AND MAINTAINED AT THAT TEMPERATURE FOR 10 HOURS. THE LEAK 
TESTS WERE PERFORMED AGAIN AT 800°F AFTER THE TEN HOURS AND THE DATA IN 
TABLE 21 SHOWS THAT NO LEAKAGE WAS EVIDENT. 
TABLE 21 
LEAK TESTS ON FULLY ASSEMBLED CELLS 
CELL INITIAL L.R.* 
No. (CC/SEC) 
2 
3 
4 
5 
2.2 X 10- 10 
2·9 
2.4 
1.3 
2.0 
8000 FL. R • FIN ALL. R • 
(CC/SEC) (CC/SEC) 
3.0 
2.6 
*L.R. = LEAK RATE; fiGURES IN TABLE INDICATE 
THE LEAK RATE SENSITIVITY Of THE INSTRUMENT 
SHOWING THAT NO LEAK RATES GREATER THAN THEIR 
fiGURES WERE OBSERVED. 
THE CELLS WERE COOLED TO ROOM TEMPERATURE IN ONE HOUR AND EXAMINED AGAIN 
fOR TIGHTNESS. As INDICATED IN TABLE 21, THE CELLS INDICATED NO LEAKAGE 
THROUGHOUT THE COMPLETE TEST. THIS TESTING INDICATES THAT ALL COMPONENTS 
MOUNTED ON THE EXTERNAL SURfACE Of THE CASE ARE COMPATIBLE AND WELD JOINT 
INTEGRITY IS WHOLLY SATISfACTORY. 
AfTER THE LEAK TESTING WAS COMPLETED, THE CELLS WERE X-RAYED TO DETER-
MINE THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ELECTROLYTE AND ANY POSSIBLE DISPLACEMENT 
OF THE COMPONENTS. A PRINT OF THE X-RAY IS SHOWN IN FIGURE 53. THE X-RAY 
DOES NOT INDICATE ANY IMPROPER PARTS DISPLACEMENT OR UNUSUAL DISPLACEMENT 
OF THE ELECTROLYTE. X-RAYS WERE TAKEN OF THE CELLS SINCE UNCERTAINTIES 
COULD ARISE IF THE INTERNAL COMPONENTS WERE DISRUPTED DURING THE DISASSEMBLY 
OF THE CELL. FINALLY, THE TOP OF THE CELL WAS REMOVED WITH A BAND 'SAW 
AND THEN THE CELL WAS BISECTED THROUGH ITS VERTICAL AXIS. VISUAL INSPEC-
TION SHOWED NO SIGN OF ANYTHING UNUSUAL OR UNEXPECTED. ELECTROLYTE HAD 
SATURATED THE POROUS STRUCTURE OF THE CATHODE AND NO INTERNAL PARTS HAD 
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BEEN DISPLACED FROM THEIR INITIALLY INTENDED LOCATION. 
THE COLLECTED RESULTS LEAD US TO BELIEVE THAT THESE TECHNIQUES AND 
MATERIALS WILL YIELD A STURDY AND RELIABLE LONG-LIFE THERMAL CELL. 
! 
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Cat. No. 5-7135 
POROSITY DETERMINATION 
(By 5-7107 or 5-7108 Aminco-Winslow Porosimeter) 
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P ORE VOLUME VS . P ORE DIA METE R 
F OR E LE CTR OD E No. 33 
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Cat. No. 5-7135 
POROSITY DETERMINATION 
(By 5-7107 or 5-7108 Aminca-Winslow Porosimeter) 
DATE November S, 1968 
SAMPLE Electrode Assembly #33 Measured Pore Volume: 0.13 cc/g. 
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PORE VOLU ME VS . P ORE DIA METE R 
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Cat. No. 5-7135 
POROSITY OETERMIHA T10N 
(By 5-7107 or 5-7108 Aminco-Winslow Porosimeter) 
DATE Noyember 8, 1968 
SAMPLE Electrode Assembly #34 Measured Pore Volume: 0.12 cc/g. 
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Cat. No. 5-7135 
POROSITY DETERMINATION P ORE VOLU ME VS . P ORE DIA METER 
F OR ELEC T RODE No. 22 (By 5-7107 or 5-7108 Aminco-Winslow Porosimeter) 
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DATE November 7, 1968 
SAMPLE Electrode Assembly #22 
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CATALYST RESEARCH CORP • 
FIGURE 39. ...... o 
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PORE VOLUME VS. PORE DIAMETER 
FOR ELECTRODE No. 31 
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Cat. No. 5-7135 
POROSITY DETERMINATION 
(By 5-7107 or 5-7108 Aminco-Winslow Porosimeter) 
DATE November 7, 1968 
SAMPLE Electrode Assembly #31 
WT.OFSAMPLE.G.~l~,~24~OO~ ______ __ 
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FIGURE 40. 
P ORE VOLU ME VS . P ORE DIA METER 
F OR ELE CTR OD E No. 32 
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Cat. No. 5-7135 
POROSITY DETERMINATION 
(By 5-7107 or 5-7108 Aminco-Winslow Porosimeter) 
DATE November 8, 1968 
SAMPLE ~4ectrode Assembly #32 
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CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. 
6 FIGURE 41. 
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Cat. No. 5-7135 
POROSITY DETERMIHA TlON PORE VOLUME VS. PORE DIAMETER 
F OR ELECTRODE No. 30 (By 5-7107 or 5-7108 Aminco--Winslow Porosimeter) 
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DATE November 7, 1968 
SAMPLE Electrode Assembly #30 
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'FIGURE 42. P ORE VOLU ME PER DE CADE 
vs . LOG P ORE DIA METER 
F OR ELE CTR ODE No . 2~ (C ENTER) 
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FIGURE 43A . FI XTURE BASE . ALL DIMENS IONS IN INCHES . I 
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FIGURE 438. Top LATE OF FIXTURE. 
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FIGURE 43c. SPRING. 
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FIGURE 430. SPRING RETAINER PIN. 
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.• FIGURE 3F. MODULUS ~F RUPTURE PLUNGER • 
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FIGURE 431. KNIfE EDGE SURFACE. 
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A - Fixture Base 
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C - Spring Retainer Pin 
D - Spring Retainer Washer 
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Figure 43-J 
Assembled Fixture 
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F - Modulus of Rupture Plunger 
G - Knife-Edge Surface 
H - Cathode 
I - Small Half-Moon Surface 
J - Compression Plunger 
K - Large Half-Moon Surface 
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F,GURE 45. SEPARATOR R ES I STANCE VS . TI ME 
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FIGURE 47. TE ST Nos. 339, 340, 34 1 
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FIGURE 49. TE S T Nos . 336, 337 , 338 
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FIGURE 51. HIGH TEMPERATURE LEAK TESTING ApPARATUS. 
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FIGURE 52. CERAMIC TERMINAL SEALS EVALUATED AT 800°F. 
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5.2 ApPENDIX II - SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
(I) CATHODE CAPACITY 
(2) OUTPUT 
(3) CATHODE UTILIZATION 
(4) ANODE CAPACITY USED 
(5) ANODE UTILIZATION 
(6) AVERAGE SELF-DISCHARGE CURRENT 
(7) ANODE CAPACITY - INITIAL 
129 
130 
SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR NASA THERMAL CELLS 
(I) CATHODE CAPACITY 
IF ELECTRODES REACH THE PREDICTED THEORETICAL WEIGHT, IT CAN BE ASSUMED 
THAT THE OXIDE IS 100% CuO. It THE WEIGHT IS LIGHT, THE RELATIVE PERCEN-
TAGES Ot CuO AND CU20 MUST BE COMPUTED. 
IN THE CASE WHERE THE PROPER WEIGHT IS ATTAINED: 
A-HR CAPACITY = CATH. WEIGHT GMS FARADAY CONSTANT COUL EQ 
(EQ WT. OF CuO, GMS EQUIV)(TIME CONV, SEC HR) 
_ (CATHODE WEIGHT, GMs)(96,500 COUL!EQ) 
(39.79 GMS!EQ)(3600 SECS!HR) 
(2) OUTPUT 
THE TIME USED IN CALCULATING OUTPUT MUST REFER ONLY TO THE TIME IN 
WHICH CURRENT WAS BEING PASSED. 
A-HR OUTPUT = (/201 COUL!HR)(ACTIVE RUNNING TIME, HRS) 
(3600 SECS!HR) 
= (ACTIVE RUNNING TIME, HRS)(0.334) 
(3) CATHODE UTILIZATION 
THIS VALUE REPRESENTS THE RE(ATIVE AMOUNT OF THE CATHODE THAT WAS 
US5FUL OUTPUT. 
CATH. Errlc. % = (OUTPUT, A-HRS) (CATH. CAPACI'TY, A-HRS) x 100% 
(4) ANODE CAPACITY USED 
TOTAL ANODE = ~1~N~I~T~I~A~L~A7N~O~D~E~W~T~~G~M~S~-~F~I~N~A~L~A_N_O~D_E~W~T~ __ ~~~~~~E~Q) 
USED, A-HRS EQ. WT. MG TIME CONVERSION, 
= (WI - WF, GMs)(96,500 COUL/EQ) 
(12.16 GMS/EQ)(3600 SEC/HR.) 
= (6W)(2. 205) 
(5) ANODE UTILIZATION 
THIS VALUE REPRESENTS THE QUANTITY OF THE ANODE USED IN PRACTICAL 
CELL OUTPUT. 
ANODE EFFIC. % = (OUTPUT; A-HRS) (ANODE CAPACITY, A-HRS) 100% 
(6) AVERAGE SELF DISCHARGE CURRENT 
WHENEVER THE CELL IS IN A MOLTEN STATE, SELF-DISCHARGE WILL BE OCCURRING. 
C6NSEQUENTLY, THE TIME USED IN THIS CALCULATION MUST REFLECT THIS SITUATION. 
IS.D., MA = (ANODE CAPACITY USED, A-HRS - OUTPUT, A-HRS) • 1000MA/A (TIME IN MOLTEN STATE, HRS) 
(7) ANODE CAPACITY - INITIAL 
ANODE CAP., A-HRS. = ~(-E-Q--~~~~~~~~~~~~--------~--~ 
SECS HR) 
= (INITIAL WT. MG, GMs)(2.205) 
131 
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Drawings 
1. All drawings are aooording to standards set forth 
in MIL-D-IOOO, Category A, ,Form 2. 
2. All dimensions are in inches. 
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OPERATION SEQUENCES 
0-1 Trim the height of the case to 3.403 inches per drawing 100. 
0-2 C'ounterbore the open end of the oase as shown in drawing 
100. 
0-3 Flatten the bottom of the case using an Arbor Press. This 
is done to insure a flat surfaoe for the 90unterbore whioh 
accepts the terminal seal. If the counterbore is not flat, 
the terminal seal will not fit properly. 
0-4 Shear the nickel sheet into 2.750 inch squares., 
0-5 Stamp out a 2.60 inoh diso from eaoh square. 
0-6 Deburr the cover. Degrease the cover in vapors of hot trichloro-
ethylene. 
0-7 Maohine the case cover so that it is a press fit in the 
counterbore. 
0-8 Counterbore the case bottom to matoh the terminal seal (see 
drawings lq2 and 103). Make the edges of the oounterbores as 
sharp as possible to facilitate welding the seal to the case 
bottom. Match the seal to the counterbore. 
0-9 Drill a 0.109 inoh hole in the case bottom as shown in 
drawing 102. 
0-10 Deburr the oounterbore, hole, and oover. 
0-11 Degrease the oan, oover, and seal in vapors of hot trichloro-
ethylene. Etoh number on matohed oase and oase oover. 
OPERATION SEQUENCES - Continued 
0-12 Cut the niokel rod into 1.000 inoh pieoes. 
0-13 Trim the O.D of the rod to 0.109 inohes exoept for a 0.032 
inoh portion of the length. Taper this portion so that 
the O.D of the rod goes from 0.109 inohes to 0.125 inohes 
(see Drawing 104). 
0-14 Degrease the terminal pin in vapors of hot triohloroethylene. 
0-15 Cut the magnesium rod into a diso 0.633 inohes thiok. Faoe 
the top and bottom of the diso (see Drawing 106). 
0-16 Degrease the magnesium disc in vapors of hot triohloroethylene. 
0-17 Drill a hole in the anode using a number 17 drill. Hole 
depth = 0.250 inohes. 
Tap the hole using a 10-24 NC flat bottom tap (see Drawing 106). 
Weigh the anode. 
0-18 Maohine the niokel rod as shown in drawing 105. Cut the rod 
into 2.321 inoh pieoes. Trim the O.D. to 0.060 inohes on 
one end. Trim the O.D. on the other end to 0.189 inohes and 
thread with a 10-24 NC die. 
0-19 Deburr and degrease the oonneotor in vapors of hot triohloro-
ethylene. 
0-20 Sorew the anode oonneotor into the anode. Seoure the anode in 
a vise. Use pliers to tighten the assembly until the surfaoe 
of the anode is flush with the shoulder of the oonneotor. 
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OPERATION SEQUENCES - Continued 
0-21 Cut a disc from the Vitron E using a metal template (see 
Drawing 107). 
Diameter = 5.50 inohes 
Thiokness = 0.30 inohes 
0-22 Cut a disc from the Vitron E using a metal template (see 
Drawing 107). 
Diameter = 1.54 inohes 
Thiokness = 0.30 inohes 
0-23 Plaoe the small diso in the oenter of the large diso. Weigh 
the separator (see Drawing 107). 
0-24 Plaoe the anode on the raised seotion of the Vitron 
separator. 
0-25 Wrap the Vitron around the magnesium and gather the remainder 
around the anode oonneotor. Wear ootton gloves to keep the 
Vitron from stioking to your hands. 
0-26 Anneal the Duraniokel wire. Put the wire into a oold furnaoe. 
o Turn on the furnaoe and allow the temperature to reaoh 1600 F. 
Maintain this temperature for two hours. Shut off the furnaoe 
and allow it to 0001 over-night. Remove the material when the 
furnaoe has oooled to room temperature. 
0-27 Wind the wire into a spring on a lathe using a 0.625 inoh O.D. 
metal rod. 
0-28 Cut the individual ooils of the spring. 
OPERATION SEQUENCES - Continued 
0-29 Open the ooil to the dimensions shown on Drawing 108. 
0-30 Degrease anode oonneotor retainer ring in vapors of hot 
triohloroethylene. 
0-31 Attaoh the separator to the anode oonneotor uSing the anode 
oonneotor retainer ring. 
0-32 Tighten the anode oonneotor retainer ring around the anode 
oonneotor using hog ring pliers. 
0-33 Weigh the anode assembly. Reoord the weight.c This weight 
is important beoause it will be used to determine the weight 
of eleotrolyte in the separator. Assign a number to eaoh 
anode assembly. 
0-34 Insert the anode assembly into the oase mold (see Drawings 
115 and 118). A oell oase is used as a mold for oasting the 
salt blook. There is no oase oover and the seal is silver 
soldered to the oase. 
0-35 Insert 1.5 inohes of the oase mold into the heat sink. (see 
Drawings 116 and 118.) 
0-36 Wrap the remainder of the oell oase with 0.032 inoh asbestos 
sheet (see Drawing 118). This operation and the previous 
one prevent the surfaoe of the salt from freezing first. The 
heat sink makes the salt in the bottom of the oase freeze 
first. The asbestos wrap makes the remainder of the salt stay 
molten long enough to saturate the separator. 
0-37 Clean the salt orushing box (see Photograph 117) with oxalio 
aoid Solution. Rinse the solution from the box with oold 
water; then dry orushing box in an oven. 
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OPERATION SEQUENCES - Continued 
0-38 Set up the salt orushing box on the Denison Press. Sorew 
the ram of the box into the ram of the press. Line up the 
edges of the ram with the edge of the box. 
0-39 Break the glass vial away from the LiCI-KCl euteotio salt. 
Wear rubber gloves. Make sure all glass is separated from 
the euteotio. All operations using salt will be done in 
a dry atmosphere (R.H. < 310). 
0-40 Plaoe the salt in the box. Crush the salt at 1300 psi on a 
3.250 inoh ram. Store the salt in sealed jars in a dry room. 
0-41 Weigh 360.5 grams of salt into a Vyoor beaker. 
0-42 Plaoe the beaker ina tube furnaoe whioh is pre-heated to 
0-43 When the salt is molten, remove the beaker from the furnaoe 
and pour the salt into the oase mold using beaker tongs. Pour 
the salt between the side of the anode and the oase wall to 
prevent damage to the separator. 
0-44 Cover the open end of the oase with 0.032 inoh asbestos sheet 
(see Drawing 118). Allow the salt to freeze. 
0-45 Remove the blook from the mold. This is done by tapping the 
I 
oase mold lightly with a hammer until the blook is free. 
0-46 Weigh the blook (see Drawing 109). Subtraot the weight of 
the anode assembly reoorded in 0-33. The remainder, the weight 
of the eleotrolyte, must equal 360.0 to 360.5 grams. If the 
36 
OPERATION SEQUENCES - Continued 
0-47 
0-48 
T-1 
electrolyte weight is too low, place the block into the case 
mold. Weigh out enough salt to make up the difference, melt 
it, and pour it on the salt block. Then, re-weigh the block. 
Check the fit of each salt block in a case and the anode 
connector pin in the terminal seal opening. 
Seal each salt block in two plastic bags. 
Pack the components in the carrying case. 
Hand-carry or air freight the components to Fusion Labs, 
120 Shoemaker Lane, Agawam, Massachusetts 01001. 
0-49 Unpack all components. Place the salt block into the dry 
box immediately to prevent absorption of water by the elec-
trolyte. 
0-50 Clear the counterbore, terminal seal, terminal pin, and case 
cover in acetone. Make sure all joint areas (see Drawing 110) 
are free from dust and dirt to insure optimum welding con-
ditions. 
0-51 Position the terminal seal in the counterbore. Electron beam 
weld the terminal seal to the cell case. In this operation, 
the heat from the beam melts the corner of the counterbore. 
The metal flows into the joint area (see Drawing 110). This 
method keeps excess heat from reaching the terminal seal and 
disturbing the braze. 
0-52 Position the terminal pin in the 0.109 inch hole in the case 
as shown in Drawing 110. Electron beam weld the terminal pin 
to the cell case. The tapered end of the pin holds it in place 
during welding. 
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OPERATION SEQUENCES - Continued . 
0-53 Plaoe all of the oases whioh pass the leak test.into the dry 
box. 
0-54 Load the salt blook into the oase using the rubber gloves in 
the dry box. Make sure the 0.060 inoh portion of the anode 
oonneotor extends beyond the oap of the terminal seal, as 
shown in Drawing 114. Make sure the salt blook is all the 
way up into the oell oase. 
0-55 Take the oases out of the dry box whioh are to be welded next. 
If any oase is not being welded ,at a given time, it is kept 
. \ 
in the dry box beoause it now oontains the eleotrolYte. 
0-56 Eleotron beam weld the anode oonneotor to the terminal seal 
as shown in Drawing 110. 
0-57 Form the niokel rod into rings on a lathe by winding it around 
a metal rod. Cut it into individual open rings. See 
Drawing 112. 
0-58 Degrease the ring in vapors of hot triohloroethylene. 
0~59 Position the oathode retainer ring in the oaseusing vernier 
oalipers. Matoh the dis~anoe from the oounterbore step to the 
top of the ring with the height of eaoh oathode. See Drawings 
Ill, 113, and 114. 
0-60 Eleotron beam weld theoathode retainer ring to the oell oase 
as shown in Drawing Ill. The ring is welded in four positions 
around its oiroumferenoe. 
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OPERATION SEQUENCES - Continued 
0-61 Strand the copper wire by winding it around a wooden spindle 
on a drill press. The strands should be 0.25 inches in 
diameter and 25 inches long. They are made by cutting the 
wire away from the spindle. The wire is stranded so that 
the cutting blade will produce more than one needle per cut. 
0-62 Cut the wire into 0.125 inch needles using an Artos model M 
wire cutter (see Photograph 119). Check the length of the 
needles periodically with a calibrated microscope. Re-adjust 
the setting of the cutter when necessary. 
0-63 Measure the length of a random sample of at least 200 needles 
using a microscope. All needle length distributions should 
be such that 9010 of the sample has a range of 0.090 to 0.170 
inches. 
0-64 Line the glassrock mold with mica. Cut out the mica sleeve 
and disc as shown in Drawing 120. Fold the mica sleeve. Place 
the sleeve into the mold as shown in Drawing 124. Place the 
disc into the sleeve as shown in Drawing 124. The mica makes 
the cathode easy to remove after sintering. 
0-65 Position the glassrock mold in the center of the fixture (see 
Drawings 122 and 124). Insert the die (see Drawing 123) through 
the top plate of the fixture as shown in Drawing 124. Center 
the mold and die in the fixture such that the die will rotate in 
the mold. Tighten the top plate of the fixture against the mold 
with the wing nuts. 
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OPERATION SEQUENCES - Continued ' 
0-66 Weigh 72.7 grams of oopper needles and pour them into the 
mold. Make sure that they are evenly distributed in the 
mold. 
0-67 Insert the die (see Drawing 123) into the mold and rotate it 
on the surfaoe of the needles. All of these operations and 
tools are neoessary to make the top of the oathode parallel . 
with the bottom. This in turn insures proper fit against 
the oathode retainer ring and good oontaot with the oase 
oover. 
0-68 Remove the die from the mold. Remove the mold from the fix-
ture by loosening the wing nuts (see Drawing 124). 
0-69 Plaoe the mold in a preheated muffle furnaoe for 2 hours at 
o 
,650 C. During this period, the needles are sintered into 
a rigid diso. 
0-70 Remove the mold from the furnaoe and allow it to 0001 to 
room temperature. ' 
0-71 Slide the mioa sleeve oontaining the oathode out of the mold. 
Unwrap the mioa from around the oathode (see Drawing 124). 
0-72 Plaoe the cathode on the furnaoe shelf. The shelf eliminates 
0-73 
handling the cathodes with tongs and saves them from exoessive 
weight loss. 
o Plaoe the shelf in the furnaoe pre-heated to 650 C. Conneot 
the air flow and'oheck to see that the flow rate is set at 4 
liters/minute. Allow the oaihode to oxidize for five days. 
OPERATION SEQUENCES - Continued 
0-74 Remove the shelf from the furnaoe. Allow the oathode to 
0001. Weigh the oathode. (See Drawing 113) 
0-75 If the oathode is below the weight range shown on drawing 
113, plaoe it baok on the shelf. Plaoe the shelf baok into 
the furnaoe and re-oonneot the air flow. 
0-76 Re-weigh the cathode 24 hours later. 
0-77 Plaoe the oathode on the oathode retainer ring. Center the 
cathode with respeot to the oenter of the case (see Drawing 
114). 
0-78 Press the oover into the oounterbore of the oase. Eleotron 
beam weld the oover to the oase (see Drawing 110). 
0-79 Paok the oompleted oell into oarrying oase. 
T-2 Hand oarry or air freight the oell to Catalyst Researoh Corp., 
Baltimore, Md. 
T-3 
T-4 
Hand oarry the oell to Penniman and Browne, Ino., Baltimore, 
Md. for x-ray. X-ray the oell suoh that the view is as shown 
in Drawing 114. 
Hand oarry the oell to Catalyst Researoh Corp. 
0-80 Weigh the entire oell (Drawing 114). Reoord the weight. 
0-81 Reoeive oell from final assembly. Clean oathode and anode 
pins with steel wool to assure good eleotrioal oontaot. 
Looate a ohromel-alumel thermooouple wire at eaoh oell posi-
tion in the oven and oonneot to the oirouitry. 
Run two 16 gauge niokel 200 wires insulated with Varglas 
sleeving, size 16, type H.O. from the oell position in the 
oven to the oirouitry and oonneot. 
41 
OPERATION SEQUENCES - Continued . 
0-82 Sorew oonneotor pin to oathode and anode terminal pins. The 
conneotor pin is shown in Drawing 125. 
0-83 Plaoe oell into Blue M Oven. Eaoh oell is oontained in a 400 
ml. Pyrex beaker whioh oolleots any leakage of eleotrolyte 
from the oell. 
Conneot the two 16 gauge niokel wires to the terminal pin. 
Wrap the ohromel-alumel thermooouple wire around the Pyrex 
beaker and position the thermooouple junotion between the 
oell oase and the inside diameter of the beaker. The maximum 
number of oells that can be tested simultaneously is six. 
.0-84 Close oven door. Flush oven ohamber with nitrogen at a rate 
of 60 CFH for 30 minutes. 
0-85 Reduoe the nitrogen flow to 30 CFH at the end of 30 minutes. 
0-86 o Set Blue M temperature oontroller at 427 C. Turn on potential, 
current and temperature reoorders. 
0-87 Allow the cell to remain on open cirouit one hour after it 
reaohes the proper temperature. 
'0-88 Turn on cut off oontrol and current drain circuit. This 
completes the "start up" procedure. After the "start up" 
prooedures are completed, the test is completely under oontrol 
of the eleotronic test equipment. 
The testing circuitry has the following oapabilities: 
a) Reoord potential ( volts), of eaoh ce1], .• 
b) Reoord ourrent (milli-amperes) of eaoh cell. 
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OPERATION SEQUENCES - Continued 
T-5 
0) Reoord temperature (oC) of eaoh oell. 
d) Induoe ourrent drain of 278 ma for 54 minutes, 833 ma 
for six minutes in a oontinuous oyole. 
e) Eleotrioally extraot, automatioally, any oell from the 
oirouit with a potential of 0.5 volts or less under a 
278 ma drain. 
A oheoking oirouit was inoorporated in the eleotronic design 
so the output data and the operation of the eleotronio oompon-
ents oould be ohecked. 
The total oirouitry and "set-up" is shown in Drawing 126. 
Manually remove from the Blue M Oven eaoh individual oell 
when the test is oompleted (voltage drops to 0.5 or less 
under low ourrent). 
Allow the oell to 0001 to room temperature. 
Hand oarry spent oell to Penniman and Brown for x-ray exami-
nation. An x-ray is taken to observe any obvious meohanioal 
or eleotrioal defeots in the oell. 
T-6 Hand oarry spent oell and x-ray plate to CRC. 
0-89 Perform resistanoe readings between the oathode and anode 
pins to determine if any "shorting" oocurred. 
0-90 Remove the oell case oover with a haok saw and retreive the 
anode. Re-weigh the anode. This weight is utilized in the 
performanoe oaloulations. Note the oondition of the separator. 
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OPERATION SEQUENCES - Continued . 
Cross-section the cell with a hack saw and note cathode ex-
pansion and electrolyte distribution. Note any other unusual 
conditions present in the spent oellj for example, swelling 
of the cell case, displacement of retainer ring, leakage, etc. 
0-91 Calculate output, anode efficienoy, cathode efficiency and 
self disoharge current on each spent cell. Reoord needle size, 
cell life, and oathode capacity. 
Section 2 
Quality Plan 
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Drawing 
Number 
100 
101 
103 
100, 102 
104 
106 
105 
107 
108 
·109 
INSPECTION SEQUENCE LIST FOR Mg/CuO CELL 
Title 
Cell Case - Niokel 200 
Nickel 200 Sheet - 0.050 
Inohes 
Can Cover, Niokel 200 
Terminal Seal - Alite B50-1 
Cell Case, Nio~el 200 
Rod, Niokel 200 
Terminal Pin, Nickel 200 
Terminal Pin, Nickel 200 
Magnesium Rod 
Magnesium Anode 
Nickel 200 Rod, 0.25 Inches 
Anode Conneo~or, Niokel 200 
Bulk Vitron "E" 
Anode Separator, Bulk 
Vitron "E" 
Wire, Duraniokel 301 
Anode Conneotor Retainer 
Ring, Duraniokel 301 
Eleotrolyte, LiCI-KCl 
Euteotio 
Anode Assembly and Salt 
Case Assembly 
Rod, Niokel 200 
Inspection 
Sequence No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 8: 19 
20 
21 
INSPECTION SEQUENCE LIST FOR Mg/CuO Cell - Continued 
Drawing 
Number 
112 
110, 111 
114 
120, 121 
113, 114 
Title 
Cathode Retainer Ring 
Case Assembly 
OFHC Copper Wire, B & S 
Gauge 38 
Cathode, CuO Needles 
Cathode, CuO Needles 
Thermal Cell, Final 
Assembly 
Inspeotion 
Sequenoe No. 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
The following abbreviations are utilized in the inspeotion 
sequenoes: 
A.Q.L. Aooeptable Quality Limits per Mil Speo. 105 
T .I.R. True Inner Radius 
MC Magnesium Copper Oxide Cell 
D.E. Plug Double-End Plug 
47 
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CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEP" 
FORM 36 
Quali ty Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #1 
PART NAME __ C_e_ll_C_as_e..:;.,_N_i_ok_e_l_2_0_0 _____ INSPECTED AT Reoeiving Inspeotio 
VENDOR 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
ORAWINGS 
USED 
... 
.. 
OPER. 
'NO. 
1 
2 
3 
, 
, 
USE TOOL. OR 
GAGE NUMBER 
Visual 
Go-No Go 
Ring Gauge 
Go-No Go 
Plug Gauge 
• 
12-1-68 
INSPECTION OPERATION 
100 
INSPEC'" 
LEVE 
A.Q.L 
Vendor's oertifioation required showing oomplianoe Verif 
to ohemioal oomposition. 
0.0. of oase per drawing 10010 
LD. of oase per drawin'g 10010 
NOTE: UX" OESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS. MUST BE' RECORDED ON THE REVERSE . SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
48 SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RE'cEIVING--.REF'.OR"~---.-- .. 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL ,DEPT. 
FORM 36 
Qualit~ Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #2 
Niokel 200 Sheet 
PART NAME ___ o_.o_5_0_I_no_h_e_s _______ INSPECTED AT Re~eiving Inspeotio..,E. 
VENDOR 
,SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
12-1-68 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
~ __ ~ __ , __ --______ --~ __ --__ --__ --____ --__ --__ --•• ------------____ '_M7 __ ~_.--____ .~_~~ 
PER. 
'lOt 
USE fOOL OR 
GAGE NUMBER INSPECTION OPERATION 
INSPECTION 
LEVEL, 
t----I---------t-------------------------t---........,. .... .....:r.a..r.:r;.. 
1 Visual 
2 Miorometer 
3 Visual 
Vendor's oertifioation required showing oomplianoe 
to ohemioal oomposition. 
Cheok thiokness per purohase order 
Materials and workmanship 
A.Q.L. 
,Verify 
~~~----'------~----------------~-----,-, --------------------~------~ NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF' ,HIS CARD. 
SECURE LATEST DRAWING, AS PER PURCHASE'9RDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 49 
----------------- -----
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CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEP" 
fORM 36 
Qua.1ity Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #3 
PART NAME _____ C;,,;oa_.,se__...,C_ov ..... e ..... r""'z _N.-,io.-,k ..... e_1_2_0_0 ____ INSPECTED AT Reoeiving Inspeoti 
VENDOR 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
. 
12-1-68 101 
OPER. USE TOOL OR INSPECTION OPERATION I NO. GAGE NUMBER 
• 1 Miorometer Cheok 0.0. per Operation #5 
2 Mio!:,ometer Cheok thiokness per drawing 
3 Visual Material and workmanship 
, 
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
50 SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 
INSPEC 
LEV~ 
A.Q.L 
100'10 
10010 
10010 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT. 
, FORM 36 
Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #4 
Terminal Seal, 
PART NAME_~A;;;;;.;lJ.;;;..;·t;.;;.e...;;B~5..;..0-...;;;1~_--.;... _____ INSPECTED AT Reoeiving Inspeotior:.. 
VENDOR 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
12-1-68 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
103 
~--~------------~--------------------------------------------~--------.~ PER. 
~O. 
USE TOOL OR 
GAGE NUMBER INSPECTION OPERATION 
INSPECTION 
LEVEL 
~--~--------------~----------------------------------------------~------~~ ... 
, 
1 Visual 
2. Comparator 
W/Overlay 
3 Visual 
Vendor's oertifioation showing oomplianoe to 
ohemioal oomposition 
Cheok diameters, length and looations per 
drawing 
Material and workmanship 
A.Q~L. 
Verify 
10010 
10010 
I--'-----,---.-.L---------------_________ ... __ ,~ ... _._..-=-""'~ 
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE: OF THIS CARD. 
SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 51 
. ~' . 
i·:" CATALYST HES'EARCH CORP. 
, . , 
QUALITY CONTROL DEP': 
FORM 36 
Quality Control' INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #5 I i 
, 
... 
I :.PART NAME __ C_el_l_C_a_se ..... ,_N_i_o_k"e_l_2_0_0 __ ' ___ INSPECTED ATReceiving Inspectio 
i ., VENDOR 
: 'j--.......;........;., ----.. ---, 
I , 
I 
OPERe 
, , NO. 
I 
I 
i 1 
I , 
I r-
2 
I 
I 
I 
I 3 
. 
i 
I 
! , 
4 
i 
I 
I 
.' ! 
I 
5 
6 
7 
8 
, 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
USE TOOL OR 
GAGE NUM8ER 
Plug Gauge 
Go-No Go 
Dial Indicator 
& "V" Blook 
Dial Indioator 
and Plate 
Height Gauge 
w/Dial Indica-
tor 
D.E. piug 
Reoeiver Gauge 
or Overlay 
Vernier 
Caliper 
Benoh Compara-
tor w/dial 
indicator 
Tube 
Miorometer 
Radius Gauge 
Visual 
Visual 
Visual 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
. 
12-1-68 100, -102 
INSPECTION OPERATION 
Counterbore diameter per drawing 100 
T.I.R. per drawing 100 
Height from the bottom of the case~to the oounterbore 
step per drawing 100 
Overall height per drawing 100 
Hole diameter per drawing 102 
Ho~e locations per prawing 102 
Counterbore diameter (terminal seal) 
per drawing 102 
Counterbore depth (terminal seal) per drawing 
102 
Wall thickness (case cover oounterbore), per 
drawing 100 . 
Radius per drawing 100 
Workmanship, Burrs, Foreign Matter, etc. 
Check fit of terminal seals in counterbores by 
snapping the ~eal into the counterbore. 
Check fit of oase oover in oounterbore by snapping 
case oover into oounterbore. 
• 
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
RE:JECTIONS MUST 8E RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
52 SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT, 
INSPEC 
LEVI 
A.Q.L 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT. 
FORM 36 
Quality Oontro1 
Rod, Nickel 200, 
INSPECTION SEQUENCE MO #6 
PART NAME_--...,;;0;,.;...=12;..;;.,5.,;..3..,;;I;.;;.o,nc;,;.h;,;.e..;..s _0_. D_· ______ I NSPECTED AT Receiving Inspection 
S~QUENCe: 
VENDOR REVISION DATE 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
. 
12-1-68 
PER. USE TOOL OR INSPECTION OPERATION INSPECTION NO. GAGE NUMBER LEVEL 
A.Q.L. 
1 Visual Vendor's certification 'required showing compliance Verify 
, to chemical composition 
2 Micrometer Oheck 0.0. per purchase order 10010 
3 Visual Materials and workmanship 10010 
, 
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE " 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF, THIS CARD. 
SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER, PURCHASE, .oRDER OR RECEIVING REPORT.' 53 
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CATALYST RgSEARCH CORP. 
·1 
QUALITY CONTROL DEP' 
FORM 36 
Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #7 
PART NAME Terminal Pin, Niokel 200 INSPECTED AT Reoeiving Inspeotio 
SEQUENCE! DRAWINGS 
VENDOR ~EVISION DATE USED 
12-1-68 104 
OPER. 
I 'NO. 
USE TOOL. OR 
GAGE NUMBER INSPECTION OPERATION 
INSPEC 
LEVI 
, 
j 
I. 
l 1 
! 
! 2 
\ 
. '3 
4 
t 
.' . 
Miorometer 
ChalIJ.fer Gauge 
Go-No Go 
Miorometer 
Visual 
Cheok length per drawing 
Cheok 0.0. and length of taper per drawing 
Cheok 0.0. of rod whioh is not tapered per drawing 
Material and workmanship 
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
54 SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 
A.Q.l 
I 
10010' 
10010 
1001, 
.10010 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT. 
FORM 36 
Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #8 
PART NAME Terminal Pin, Nickel 200 INSPECTED AT Receiving Inspecti0z;. 
SEQUENCE DRAWINGS 
VENDOR REVISION DATE USED 
12-1-68 
~ __ ~_. __________ ~ __ • __________________________________ ~ ______ ~_~ ________ r 
r>ER. 
~O. 
USE TOOL OR 
GAGE NUMBER 
Visual 
INSPECTION OPERATION 
Check fit of terminal· pin in 0.109 inch hole 
in case 
INSPECTION 
LEVEL· 
A.Q.L. 
10010 
~--~--------------~--------------------------------------------~--~~~~~. NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ·THIS CARD. 
SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 55 
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, 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEP~ 
FORM 36 ( Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE Me # 
Rod, Magnesium, 
PART NAME_~1';..;;.5..:.;4:3;...;In;.;;,;oh;;.;;e:.:;;.s _______ INSPECTED ATReoeiving Inspeotio 
VENDOR 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
, 
12-1-68 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
! •• 
, 
, 
;. 
, 
, 
I 
. 
~ 
I 
! 
I 
! 
, 
j 
I 
! 
; 
.. 
, 
! 
, 
" ~, 
! 
l 
i 
! 
I 
! 
I 
~ 
! 
I 
I 
i 
i 
f 
I 
, 
I 
I 
, 
! 
! 
i 
I 
, 
r 
! 
, 
, 
, . 
OPER. , NO. 
1 
2 
:3 
4 
, 
USE TOOL. OR 
GAGE NUMBER 
Visual 
Balanoe 
Visual 
INSPECTION OPERATION 
Vendor's oertifioation required showing oomplianoe 
to ohemioal oomposition 
Cheok weight per purohase order 
Material and workmanship 
INSPEC 
L.EV 
A.Q.l 
10010 
~------------------~--------------------------------------------*-----" NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
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REJECTIONS MUST, BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF' THIS CARD. 
SECURE L.ATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. '~'---~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT. 
FORM 36 
Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #10 
PART NAME Anode, Magnesium INSPECTED AT Reoeiving Inspeotion .. 
SEQUENCE: DRAWINGS 
VENDOR REVISION DATE USED 
12-1-68 106 
, 
I 
f 
t 
i. 
~--------------~----__________________________________________ -d _______ ____ 
, NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FJXTUREG'AGE" 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE ,REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
SECURE LATEST 'DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 
.. ,.' .. 57 
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I 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEP 
FORM 36 
I Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #1 
'Rod, Niokel 200, ! i 
I PART NAME __ o..... 2 .... B_I_n....,oh_e_s ________ INSPECTED AT Reoeiving Inspeoti( 
i 
! 
I VENDOR SEQUENCE REVISION DATE 
12-1-68 
ORAWINGS 
USED 
• 
Ii 
! OPERe USE TOOL OR 
f ' NO. GAGE NUMBER INSPECTION OPERATION 
, 
1 
2. 
" 
3 
. 
Visual 
Miorometer and 
.' Soale 
Visual 
Vendor's oertifioation required showing oomplianoe 
to ohemioal oomposition. 
Cheok 0.0. and length per purohase order 
Material and workmanship 
. 
, . 
NOTE:" "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
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INSPEC 
LEVE 
A.Q.L 
Verif 
10010 
10010 
CATALYST RE:SEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT. 
FORM 36 
Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #12 
PART NAME __ ~An~o~d~e-"C=o=n=ne~Q~t=o*-r:L-' =N=io=k=e=1...::2::.;:0""",0 __ INSPECTED AT Reoeiving Inspeoti0!l 
VENDOR 
PER. USE TOOL OR 
~O. GAGE NUMBER 
1 • Miorometer 
,2 Miorometer 
:3 "Vernier Caliper 
4 ' Thread Gauge 
5 Height Gauge 
6 . Rookwell Tester 
7 Visual 
SEQUENCE: 
REVISION DATE: 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
. . 
12-1-68 105 
INSPECTION OPERATION 
Cheok O.D. per drawing - 3 plaoes 
Cheok overall length per drawing 
Cheok thread length per drawing 
Cheok threads (2 plaoes) per drawing 
Inspeot height to the shoulder (2 plaoes) 
per drawing 
Hardness 
Material and workmanship 
. . 
INSPECTiON 
LEVEL 
-. 
A.Q.L • 
10010 
10010 
10010 
iool., 
1001., 
10010 
10010 
~--~--------------~--------------------------------.--------------~----~-~-NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FixTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
SECURE LATEST DRAWING A'S PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 59 
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CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. 
" 
QUALITY CONTROL DEP" 
FORM 36 J 
Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #l~ 
PART NAME_V-i-tr-o-n-E _________ INSPECTED AT Reoeiving Inspeotic 
VENDOR 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
12-1-68 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
. 
!' OPERe 
! 'NO,' 
USE TOOL. OR 
GAGE NUMBER INSPECTION OPERATION 
INSPEC" 
L.EVE 
.'. ,1 Visual Vendor's certification required showing compliance 
to chemical composition 
NOTE:: ' "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
A.Q.L 
Verifj 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CARD. I 
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CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY' CONTROL DEPT. 
FORM 36 
Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #14 
Anode Separator PART NAME ____ Bu_l_k_v_it_r_on_E _____________ INSPECTED ·AT _____________ 
VENDOR 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
12-1-68 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
107 
. # 
PER. 
~O. 
USE TOOL OR 
GAGE NUM8ER INSPECTION OPERATION 
INSPECTION 
.. LEVEL 
-' 
A.Q.L. 
, 
1 Vernier Caliper O.D. per drawing (2 plaoes) 10010 
'2 Dial.Indioator Overall height per drawing 10010 
3 Dial Indioator Thiokness per drawing 10010 
4 Balanoe Weight per drawing 10010 
5 Visual Material and workmanship 10010 
~----------------~----~----------------------------------------~----~/~~~~ NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST 8E RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF, THIS CARD. 
SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 61 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT 
fORM 36 
Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #15 
Wire, Duraniokel 301 PART NAME ___ o._0_6_2 _I_n_oh_e_s_i_n_D_i_a_m_et_e_r ___ INSPECTED AT 'Reoeiving Inspeotior 
SE:QUE:NCt:: 
VE:NDOR REVISION DATE 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
• 
12-1-68' 
OPER. USE TOOL OR INSPECTION OPERATION 
'NO. GAGE NUMBER 
, 
1 Visual Vendor's oertifioation required showing oomplianoe 
to ohemioal oomposition. 
2 Miorometer Cheok 0.0. and length per purohase order 
" 
3 Visual Material and workmanship 
4 
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDI;D ON THE REVERSE: SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
62 SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 
INSPECT 
LEVEl 
A.Q.L 
Verif 
10010 
10010 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT. 
FORM 36 
Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #16 
Anode Connector Retainer Ring 
PART NAME_--.-.D=uA..:lra=n=ic=k=e=1...::3=0=.,1 _______ INSPECTED AT Receiving Inspection 
SEQUENCE. 
VENDOR REVISION DATE 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
. . 
12-1-68 108 
~--~--------.------~--------------------------------------------~---------. PER. 
~O" 
USE TOOL. OR 
GAGE NUMBER INSPECTION OPERATION 
INSPECTION 
L.EVEL. 
~--~--------------~----------------------------.----------------~------~~ 
• 1 Contour 
Inspection 
Gaug~ 
2 Micrometer 
3 Visual 
, 
Check length and radius of curvature per drawing 
Check rod O.D. per drawing 
Material and workmanship 
A.Q.L • 
100'10 
100'10 
100'10 
~---------------------------~-------------------------------------~--------. NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE, SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
SECURE: L.ATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 63 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT 
FORM 36 
I Quality Control 
Electrolyte 
INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #17 
PART NAME __ --::;:;.;Li;;;.;;c.;:.l~-K;.;;.C.;;.l~E~u..;;..te;;..;;c...;..t~~· c~ _____ INSPECTED AT Receivin~ Inspection 
VENDOR 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
12-1-68 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
• I 
.,------~------------~~------------------------------------------~------~ OPERe 
NO. 
1 
USE TOOL OR 
GAGE NUMBER.' 
Visual 
INSPECTION OPERATION 
Vendor's certification required showing compliance 
to chemical composition 
--
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE· 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE, REVERSE SIDE: OF THIS CARD. 
64 SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 
INSPECT 
LEVE 
A.Q.L 
. I 
\ 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. . QUALITY CONTROL DEPT. 
FORM 36 
INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC#18 & 19 Quality Control 
Anode Assembly 
PART NAME _--=.;an:.:,:::d:.....;S::;:8.=l t.::...-::;B.:.;lo~ok::;;:..-. ______ I N SP E CTED A T.._4~sembly Line 
VENDOR 
Eft 
O. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
USE TOOL OR 
GAGE NUMBER 
Balanoe 
Vernier Caliper 
Visual 
Visual 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
. 
12-1-68 
INSPECTION OPERATION 
Cheok weight of eleotrolyte in eaoh blook 
Height of salt blook 
Fit of anode oonneotor in terminal seal oap 
Material and workmanship 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
. " 
109 
.. 
INSPECTION 
LEVEL 
A.Q.L. 
100'10 
ioo'1o 
100'10 
100'10 
1---..,,-----... ___ .!-__ ...... , ____ ........ _____ ... iJi ______ = ___ • ______ ......... ME".O;'.a.:":..~~_ 
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCH'ASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 65 
I 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT.I 
FORM 36 
Qualit:v; Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #20 
PART NAME __ .;..;Ca;;...s~e...;A;;...s .... se;.;;m;;...b.;;;A1Y,--_______ INSPECTED AT Fusion Laboratories 
VENDOR 
SEQUENCg 
REVISION DATE 
12-1-68 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
• 
Note: Operations are performed at Fusion Labs, 120 Shoemaker Lane, Agawam, Mass. 01001, 
by CRC trained representative. 
------~--------------~------------------------------------------------~-----~ OPERe USE TOOL. OR 
NO. GbGE NUMBER INSPECTION OPERATION 
INSPEC'T 
L.EVE l ~-----+---------------+------------------------------------------------+----,---
, 
A.Q.L 
1 Reoeiver Gauge Cheok looation, perpendioularity and length of 10010 
terminal pin and seal. 
2 
, , 
Visual Workmanship 10010 
3 Mass Speotromete 
CEC Model 24-120 
Leak oheok (helium leak,deteotor shall have a sensi- 10010 
tivity 10-8 oo/seo. or better at room temperature.) 
4 Visual Certifioation required if leak oheok is performed 10010 
by outside vendor. 
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
66 SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 
CATALYST R·ESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT. 
'FORM 36 
Quali ty Contr....,;ol;;.... ______ IN_S_P_l:._.CTIO N S EO U EN CE Me #21 
Rod, Nickel, 
PART NAME_---=o.:.:.1:.:;:2.=..5 -=i:.:.::nc::..::h:.::,e=-s ...;:::o.:.,:.D::.;:. ______ INSPECTED ATReceiving Inspeotion 
VENDOR 
-'---------
~R. p. 
1 
2 
3 
USE TOOl.. OR 
GAGE NUMBER 
Visual 
Micrometer 
Visual 
SEQUENCE: 
REVISION DATE 
12-1-68 
INSPECTION OPERATION 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
Vendor's certifioation required showing oompliance 
to ohemioal oomposition. 
Cheok O.D. per purohase order 
Material and workmanship 
INSPEC"nor..: 
L.EVEL. 
A.Q.L. 
10010 
10010 
10010 
t-....1.-----'""',~ ........ ,.....~~~IM'!:':W".u..-u:...~ ...... '1IUIIZ:I.«.. ..... ~ ... ~,.,.., ..... ~.-__ ..",.u, __ ,.,.:~ ...... ~'l: ... =-. 
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGe:: 
REJECTIONS MUST BE: RECORDED ON THE: Rr::VERSE SIDE: OF THIS CARD. 
SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASF. ORDER OR RECf.::JVING REPORT. 67 
FORM 36 
QUALhy CONTROL DEP~i CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. 
Quality Control 
Cathode Retainer Ring 
INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #22 
PART NAME Nickel 200 INSPECTED ATReceiving Inspection_ 
VENDOR 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
. 
12-1-68 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
• • 
112 
OPER. USE TOOL. OR INSPECTION OPERATION n'-tSPEcTI NO. GAGE NUMBER LEVEL 
; 
, A.g.L. 
1 Micrometer Check 0.0. of rod per drawing 10010 
. 
2 Vernier Caliper Check 0.0. of ring per drawing 10010 
3 Visual Ma"terial and workmanship 10010 
I ... ----------~----------------------------------------------~--------·---~·-NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
68 SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 
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CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT. 
FORM 36 
Quality Control ,INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #23 
PART NAME __ -:C::.:::a=s.:::..e..:.:A=ss:;.;:e=m~bl:-..l:Y _______ INSPECTED AT Fusion_~_~~~ratory: 
VENDOR 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
. 
12-1-68 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
• 
110, ,111, 
114 
.. 
Note: Operations are performed at Fusion Laboratories, 120 Shoemaker Lane, Agawam, 
PER. 
O. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Mass. 01001, by CRC trained representative. 
USE TOOL OR 
GAGE NUMBER 
Visual 
Vernier Caliper 
Visual 
Visual 
INSPECTION OPERATION 
Verify that the salt blook and oathode retainer 
ring are positioned in oase. 
Cheok dimensions from oounterbore to oathode retainer 
ring per drawing 114. 
Cheok eleotron beam weld of terminal seal to anode 
oonneotor per drawing 110. 
Cheok eleotron beam weld from cathode ring to case 
per drawing 111 • 
INSPECTION 
LEVC:L 
A.Q.L. 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
..... --------...;.,--.:..-------.------______ ...... " _ ..____ .. FFBIII_--"'~~ ....... ~......! ___ ::;;....':r.~~ 
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ~fHIS CARD. 
SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE 'ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 69 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT. 
FORM 36 
Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #24 
Wire, Copper 
PART NAME __ ---oI;B~&...:::s~Ge.~u=ge_3_8 ______ INSPECTED AT. ReQeiviD(~ Inspeotion 
SEQUENCE: 
VENDOR REVISION DATE 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
OPER. 
NO. 
1 
2 
3 
USE TOOL OR 
GAGE NUMBER 
Visual 
Miorometer 
Visual 
. 
12-1-68 
INSPECTION OPERATION 
Vendor's oertifioation required showing oomplianoe 
to ohemioal oomposition. 
Cheok O.D .• of wire per p':1rohase order 
Materials and workmansh~p 
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SlOE OF THIS CARD. 
70 SECURE LATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR REqEIVING REPORT. 
INSPECTI 
LEVEL 
A.Q.L. 
Verif~ 
------~~ ---~. -~------ - --------~-~~--------~--~----~ 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY· CONTROL DEPT. 
FORM 36 
Quality Cont:r:,ol INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #25 
PART NAME_--::;.C=at=h=o=de~,.-,;C:;...;u=O.....;N=e=ed=l=e.:;..s _____ INSPECTED AT.-Beceiving Inspecti2.!} 
PER. 
~O. 
VENDOR 
USE TOOL OR 
GAGE NUMBER 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
-.-----
12-1-68 
INSPECTION OPERATION 
DRAWfNGS 
USED 
INSPfZCTION 
LEVEL 1---..,....,-------,--,..".·-----,--........ --.... -....... , ~,. _____ ._= ____ "'"'.Uf'r'._ .. .. _ I_ .................... """""-_"" 
1 
2 
Opaque 
Microscope 
Visual 
Needle size distribution 
Check that top of the cathode is parallel with 
the bottom and that sides are perpendicular after 
sintering. 
\ 
A.Q.L. 
6.5 
10010 
........ 'I!I~~--.'. ...-. ....... 4.air__ ._~ a _ _waR .. ...,..'h .. W __ .......... _ -_""'"'..,.. ___ ~.~~"'L .. - ..... _--n-Dl.'r.' 
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
SECURE: L.ATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORi. 71 
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CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT. 
FORM 36 
Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #26 
PART NAME _~C..;;;.at.;.;h;..;.o..;;;.de;;...::,_C.;...u;.;...O_N;.;.;e;..;.e.;;;,;dl;;.;e..;..s _____ 1 N SP E CTED . AT Assembly Line 
VENDOR 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
OPERe 
NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
12-1-68 
USE TOOL OR INSPECTION OPERATION GAGE NUMBER 
Visual Cheok dimensions of mioa parts and glass 
mold per drawings 120 and 121. 
. Visual Verify oven setting and gas f.low 
Visual Verify time oathode is ~n oven 
Miorometer and Cheok thiokness and O.D. per drawing 113 
Go-No Go Gauge 
Balanoe Weight of oathode per drawing 113 
Visual Workmanship 
. 
NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
120, 121, 
113 
rook 
REJECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
72 SECURE L.ATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR REC,EIVING REPORT. 
INSPECT. 
L.E:VEl 
A.Q.L 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
CATALYST RESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT. 
FORM36 
Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #27 
PART NAME_, __ C_a_se_As_s_em_b_l_y _______ INSPECTED AT Fusion Lahoratory_ 
VENDOR 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
.. I 
12-1-68 114 
Note: Operations are performed at Fusion Laboratories, 120 Shoemaker 
Lane, Agawam, Mass. 01001, by ORC trained representative. 
PER. USE TOOL OR INSPECTION OPERATION INSPECTION ~O. 
1 
2 
GAGE NUMBER 
Visual Verify that oathode is plaoed in case and is 
flush against the cathode r~tainer ring per 
drawing 114. 
Visual Verify that case cover is in counterbore and is 
tight against the cathode per drawing 114. 
NOTE: "X" D~SIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST 8E RECORDED ON THE REVERSE :'SIDE OF THIS CARD. 
SECURE L.ATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR REC,EIVING, REPORT. 
L.EVEL.. 
a.u= 
AQL 
1001. 
10010 
73 
I 
CATALYST R"ESEARCH CORP. QUALITY CONTROL DEPT 
FOIt'v\ 36 
Quality Control INSPECTION SEQUENCE MC #28 
Thermal Cell, 
PART NAME _-=...Fi:.:na:::::.::..l...,:.;A:::.ss;;.;e;;,;:;m::;.;bl:.llY~ _______ I N SP ECTED AT Assembly Li!}~e __ -I 
VENDOR 
SEQUENCE 
REVISION DATE 
DRAWINGS 
USED 
OPERe 
. NO. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
.9 
10 
11 
USE TOOL. OR 
GAGE NUMBER 
Go-No Go Ring 
Gauge 
Height Gauge 
w/dial 
indioator 
Height Gauge 
w/dial 
indioator 
Height Gauge 
w/dial 
indioator 
Visual 
Visual 
Visual 
Visual 
Balanoe 
Ohmmeter 
Visual 
. 
12-1-68 
INSPECTION OPERA '"ION 
Cheok 0.0. per drawing 
Cheok oase height per drawing 
Cheok length of terminal pin to bottom' of 
oase per drawing 
Cheok length of anode oonneotor to bottom 
of ,oase per drawing 
• 
114 
INSPECT 
LEVEl 
A.Q.L 
10010 
10010 
10010 
10010 
Material and workmanship 10010 
Gross damage .due to rough handling 10010 
Ceramio seal damage 10010 
Cheok oase'm~rking 10010 
Weigh eaoh unit and reoord 10010 
Measure resistanoe from terminal pin to terminal 10010 
oap of seal. 
Cheok eleotrode separation, position of oomponents, 10010 
and presenoe of voids in eleotrolyte (x-ray plate 
from T-3 9n ohart). 
. NOTE: "X" DESIGNATES FIXTURE GAGE 
REJECTIONS MUST 8E RECORDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE Or:' THIS CARD. 
74 SECURE L.ATEST DRAWING AS PER PURCHASE ORDER OR RECEIVING REPORT. 
_._--------------------------------------_ ..... 
MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS 
1. Nickel 200 
Ni 
Mn 
S 
99.510 
0.2510 
0.00510 
Cu 0.0510 
2. Magnesium 
Mg 
Pb 
Ni 
Cu 
99.810 
0.0110 Max. 
0.00110 Max. 
0.0210 Max. 
3. Code 104E Glass (Vitron) 
C 0.0510 
Fe 0.1510 
Si 0.0510 
Mrt 0.1510 Max. 
Sn 0.0110 Max. 
Other Impurities 0.0510 
Total Impurities 0.210 
Micro Fibers, 0.20 - 0.499 Micron Fiber Diameter, 8710 Porosity 
54.3 :t 0.610 
14.8 :t 0.410 
17.5 :!: 0.410 
B203 7.0:!: 0.410 
N20 + K20 0.5 + 0.210 
MgO 5.0 + 0.410 
4. Nickel Alloy - Duranicke1 301 
Ni 
C 
Fe 
A1 
94.010 
0.1510 
0.1510 
4.5010 
Mn 
S 
Cu 
Ti 
0.2510 
0.00510 
0.0510 
0.5010 
75 
76 
MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS - Continued 
5. B & S Gauge 38 Standard Copper Wire (Alloy CDA-llO) 
99.91. pure oopper, min. 
0.041. O2 , maX. 
0.061. Traoe elements that oannot be determined. 
6. Eleotrolyte 
59 mole 1. LiCl 
41 mole 1. KCl 
The material has no polarographio ~aves less than 2.6 volts versus a 
0.1 m. Pt (II)/Pt referenoe eleotrode. Residual ourrent less than 
six mioro-amperes at 2.5 volts versus the same referenoe eleo-
trade. 
MATERIALS AND VENDORS 
Material 
Niokel 200 sheet (0.050") 
Niokel 200 rod (0.125" 0.0.) 
Niokel 200 rod (0.250" 0.0.) 
Duraniokel 301 rod (0.062" 0.0.) 
Standard Copper Wire -
B & S Gauge 38 
Ceramio Seals 
Alite B 50-1 
Magnesium Rod (1. 543" 0.0.) 
Vitron (Code #104E Glass) 
Fused LiCl-KCl Eleotrolyte 
Niokel 200 Can 
Vendor 
Whitehead Metals 
1720 Whitehead Road 
Baltimore, Md. 21207 
Alite Division of 
U. S. Stoneware 
Box 119 
Orville, Ohio 44667 
Dow Chemioal Co., Ino. 
400 Market St. 
Camden, New ~ersey 
~ohns Manville 
Chestnut St. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Anderson Physios Laboratory 
609 S. 6th Street 
Champaign, Illinois 61824 
Maryland Metal Spinning 
5219 Fairlawn Avenue 
Baltimore, Md. 21215 
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